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Resum 
 
L’objectiu d’aquest treball és el de crear un manual a consultar a l’hora de 
projectar una instal·lació de fibra òptica en un edifici (per a cada vivenda o 
local), tant en desplegament horitzontal (configuració del repartidor, caixes 
d’empiulament, canalitzacions,...) com en desplegament vertical (l’edifici en sí). 
Per donar aquestes pautes, ens ajudem d’un projecte d’exemple, per mostrar 
el que es pretén aconseguir. 
 
Aquest manual està destinat a enginyers o projectistes que desitgin comparar 
el seu criteri amb el d’una empresa especialitzada en aquest sector, i que 
aquesta, al mateix temps, està supervisada per una operadora de 
telecomunicacions estatal. Així, aconseguim tindre una major credibilitat a 
l’hora d’aconsellar una opció u altra d’instal·lació. 
 
En primera instància, presentarem l’estat actual de les telecomunicacions a 
Andorra, així com la normativa vigent que les regula, i l’objectiu del projecte de 
desplegament d’ FTTH. 
 
En el següent apartat, explicarem amb detall en que consisteix la tecnologia 
FTTH, quins són els elements que la conformen, les diferents tipologies 
existents,... Tot seguit, farem un resum de les regles d’enginyeria empleades 
per a projectar el desplegament horitzontal i vertical de la zona, basades en els 
criteris del client així com en l’experiència de la pròpia empresa amb la fibra 
òptica. 
 
Seguidament, ens introduirem en el cas que ens concerneix: la descripció de 
la zona a projectar amb un seguit de documentació, d’una banda per fer la 
projecció horitzontal (estudis de densitat de població, estat de 
canalitzacions,...), i d’altra, per fer la projecció vertical de cada edifici singular 
(estructura dels edificis,...); continuarem explicant la solució adoptada en cada 
cas, així com tots els elements involucrats en cada edifici (materials, tipus de 
fusions, mesures,...) segons els criteris abans esmentats. 
 
Finalment i com a conclusió, donarem una visió global de l’estat de la zona un 
cop ja ha estat validada i instal·lada. 
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Overview 
 
 
The dissertation’s objective is to create a reference manual to project an 
installation of optical fiber in a building (for each house or business) in either 
horizontal deployment (rack configuration, splicing boxes, duct network, ...) and 
vertical deployment (the building itself). For give these guidelines, we use an 
example project to show what we’re trying to achieve. 
 
This manual is designed for engineers or designers wishing to compare their 
approach with the approach of a company specialized in this sector, and that, 
while this one is been overseen by a state telecommunications operator. By 
this way, we get greater credibility when we advise an installation. 
 
First of all, we will present the current state of telecommunications in Andorra, 
as well as the existing legislation that regulates it and the objective of the 
proposed deployment of FTTH. 
 
In the following chapter, we will explain in detail, what is FTTH technology, 
which are the elements that make up this kind of network, the various 
topologies existing,... Then, we will make a summary of the engineering rules 
used for projecting both horizontal and vertical deployment, based on 
customer’s criterion, as well as the experience of the company in optical fiber. 
 
Later, we will introduce in the case that concerns us: the description of the area 
to project with some documentation, on the one hand to make the horizontal 
projection (studies of population density) and secondly, to make the vertical 
projection of each unique building (structure of the buildings); Will continue 
explaining the solution adopted in each case, as well as all the elements 
involved in each building (materials, kinds of splices, measures,...) according to 
the criterion described above. 
 
At the end, we will give an overview of the status of the area once has been 
validated and installed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
This dissertation is a reflection of the effort spent on designing a network of 
Fiber To The Home (FTTH) in a real city that covers a much more ambitious 
project, creating a network FTTH at the state level. We are talking about the 
case of the Principality of Andorra. 
 
The purpose of this work is to try to teach the natural path of the optical fiber, 
including materials needed for such installations (trays, corrugated tubes,...) in 
some different typology buildings (hotels, parkings, residential buildings, gas 
stations,...) in order to give guidelines for anyone planner or engineer who 
needs to compare its approach with that of a company specialized in this field. 
 
So, we try to create a reference manual in cases where there aren’t common 
telecommunications infraestructures (ICT), and path of optical fiber to each 
home, is conditioned by the building structure. To do this, we define the logical 
steps when making projectes through engineering rules stipulates by the 
telecommunicatons operator and the common sense of an engineer/designer. 
 
The division of this work in the sections that shape it, is the following one: 
In the first section we explain the current state of Andorra’s telecommunications, 
and the legislation that regulate them, in particular, the referring to the 
construction of the common infrastructures of telecommunications in this 
country. 
 
Next, we explain the reason of the FTTH, for why is necessary the replacement 
of the current copper network, what can bring us, which 
advantages/disadvantages it has in comparison with the copper, which typology 
of FTTH networks exist, as well as the elements that constitute it. 
 
In chapter 3, we make a review of the engineering rules that will condition us 
when carrying out projects, as well as the explanation of the correct use of the 
different materials that we can choose, and how to find an optimum solution for 
all the parts implied (operator-owners). 
 
In chapter 4, in the project engineering, we get a look of the zone to project, 
describing the general parameters that next, in chapter 5 (detail engineering) 
we specify. 
 
Finally we show the listing of materials necessary for the set of the project, 
and we extract the general conclusions from the chosen solutions, as well as 
one global vision of the validated and installed zone. 
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CHAPTER 1. CURRENT STATUS 

1.1. Andorran telecommunications status 
 
The Andorran Telecommunications Service, popularly known as STA, was 
constituted as a public company in 1975 being an entity of right public governed 
with private character. It is the figure called in Andorra para-public enterprise, 
that has authority of autonomous organization and commercial activity. It has 
the duties  typical of an administration (how it could be: to respect the principles 
of not discrimination and confidentiality or the submission to the law of public 
recruitment), but the principle of functioning is that of a private company. 
 
It has the absolute exclusiveness of the market of the telecommunications; STA 
has the monopoly of the management and the exploitation of the services and 
of the net of telecommunications and TV broadcast in the principality of 
Andorra, and it is therefore, the attendant of subsidizing and to manage the 
evolution of the different networks of telecommunications, how could be the 
Digital Television, the 3 G (Third Generation of mobile telephony networks), and 
in our case in particular, the optical fiber to the home. 
 
At present, the different telecommunication networks in functioning in Andorra 
are: 

- Service of telephony by copper network (POTS). 
- Service of access to Internet with different modalities of ADSL. 
- Service of mobile telephony (until 3 G). 
- Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) 
 

With this, the technological needs of the users become covered, but the 
fact of use some antique and obsolete infrastructures, how it is 
the copper network,  make that a renewal of these has been brought up 
infrastructures, in order to improve the quality of service to the final user. 
 
Other relevant dates in history of STA and telecommunications in Andorra: 
 
In year 1993, l'STA adhered to the ITU (International Union of   
Telecommunications) that is the entity that regulates the telecommunications 
among administrations and operators of telecommunications.  
 
On 25 October of 2007, STA carried out the "analog dull" renown about the 
service of TV in order to complete the migration of the users to the system of 
Digital Video Broadcast (DVB). 
 
On 16 April of 2008, an agreement with SOGECABLE was signed in order to 
distribute Digital + to all the customers through the future fiber optic network. 
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1.2. Andorran regulations 
 
The current Andorran regulations in telecommunications, come regulated for the 
regulations of electrical facilities of low tension, published in 1988, and 
modified later in 1994 and in 1998 by the Andorran Government (Datum 
obtained from the Official Bulletin of the Principality of Andorra "BOPA"). In this 
publication is described in a very general way, the regulations with regard to 
the installation of the infrastructures of telecommunications in the housings of 
a new construction.  
 
The most important points of the decree are: 
 
”A house has to have installed or to accept the facilities directly of an equipment 
of telecommunications, so that the housings can permit an installation of 
telephony with a wall socket like in minimum, and an installation of television 
antenna and radio, with a wall socket like in minimum." 
 
"The tubes destined to contain the cables of an individual derivation have to be 
from a nominal diameter that allows the enlargement of the section of the 
cables, initially installed in 50%. The nominal diameter has to be at the 
minimum in everything case of 23 mm in the buildings destined for housing and 
2 tubes for subscriber of 29 mm in the commercial buildings or the industrialists. 
In all cases, it’s advisable having some tube in reserve from the concentration 
of the tension meters to the housings or the premises, in order to carry out 
possible enlargements." 
 
Problems of these regulations come given by the lack of an organization 
capable of guarantee the fulfillment of this decree, so, are the 
constructors who carry out the construction of the accesses and the 
standardized electricians who execute the electrical and telecommunications 
facilities of each building, obviating the requirements of tubes reservation in the 
majority of cases and/or accesses towards the housings. 
 
This fact, is the biggest problem found when attempting to find a path  
of access to the housing from a community point of the building. 
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1.3. FTTH Motivation 
 
Fiber to the home networks (FTTH), allow to do without the dependence from 
the copper when administering the bandwidth disposable how a scarce good, 
since it solves almost all the deficiencies that, at present, the copper has in 
subjects of transmission of the signal, how could be interferences provoked by 
electromagnetic emissions, attenuations caused by relatively short distances, 
the need to send together with the signal an electrical voltage in order to allow 
the communication, the rise of the price of the copper,… 
 
All this, tied with the increase of the requirements of bandwidth by users, and 
that, it is foreseen that in the next years will be bigger, it makes that 
at present, the optical fiber is the optimum medium of transmission in 
metropolitan area networks. Next we will describe the main characteristics. 
The principle of functioning of the optical fiber is a trick in the optics geometric, 
mainly, in the law of refraction and the law of Snell. 
 
Its functioning is based on transmitting a bundle of light for the kernel of the 
fiber, such that this does not cross the kernel, but it reflects and stills spreading. 
This is achieved if the index of refraction of the kernel is superior than the index 
of refraction of the coating, and also if the angle of incidence is superior to the 
limit angle. 
 
Optical fiber advantages are: 
 
- Great bandwidth (Lab transmissions has been arrived at rates of 1,5 Tb/s) 
- Total immunity against electromagnetic interferences 
- Low attenuations at high distances 
 
And main disadvantages are: 
 
- High fragility of the fibers 
- Use of expensive transmitters-receivers 
- It can’t transmit electricity to neighbors nodes 
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CHAPTER 2. FTTH 

2.1. FTTH Introduction 
 
Fiber To The Home networks (from now in ahead FTTH), are the 
natural evolution of a networks family destined to making the optical fiber arrive, 
more near the final user. 
 
In a first moment, and due to the high price of the fiber (10 years ago), the 
investors thought that this environment might only be washable to install it for 
intercommunicating primary nodes of telephony or television for cable with 
primary or secondary nodes, in order to condense the high volume of traffic of 
voice and datum in one or several optical fiber cables, for example, the 
submarines cables of optical fiber installed at the decade of the 80, that 
communicate different countries. 
 
As the technology advanced, telecommunications operators invested in this 
field and at the same time the price was reduced the cost of the supply and 
installation, started to consider the use of the fiber like the substitute of the 
copper pair. So, hybrid networks of optical fiber and coaxial cable were 
designed, named HFC (Hibryd Fiber Coaxial) or FTTN (Fiber To The 
Neigbourhood), where their strategy lay in installing some multiplexers of street 
fed by fiber from the headquarters more next, capable of giving access to an 
island of buildings through coaxial cable. 
 
Thus, a point of inflection was created in access telecommunications networks. 
Next it thought on making the fiber arrive beyond, until each building, from 
people would access in each housing with copper. These nets are named Fiber 
To The Building (FTTB). And like this there were approaching to the user more 
until arrived at the technology FTTH, which one consists on creating net of 
metropolitan area in a complete way with optical fiber, from the headquarters 
until each home. 
 
Later fiber networks that still went more far away have been created, for 
example, the FTTD networks (Fiber To The Desk, but in the cost - quality 
relation of the service, the FTTH the one that has been more convenient for the 
operators. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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2.2. FTTH network elements 
 
The different elements (in hierarchical order) that compose a FTTH network are: 
 
OLT (Optical Line Terminal): Located at the CO, the OLT interfaces with the 
metropolitan network. It must be high power because it sends optical signals 
out, which are immediately broken into several streams.  The main functionality 
of the OLT is to adapt the incoming traffic (Voice and Data) from the 
metropolitan rings into the PON transport layer. 
 
Central Office Distributor Rack (CO): It is a rack destined to structuring the 
fibers in an orderly way to be able to manipulate and to manage the internal 
bridges. It’s the element that concentrates the cables of the underdistributors 
and communicates them with the OLT. 
 
UnderDistributor Rack (SRO): Physically it is the same as the previous 
one, with the difference that these are the attendants of to group the 
cables of distribution. 
 
Splicing boxes: These are elements which allow to prolong or shortening cable 
sections, as well as to ramify towards cables of minor amount of fibers in order 
to make the cables arrive at each building. 
 
Optical boxes: They are the receptive entities of drop cables in each building. 
There are different models but all combine two differences, capacity for splitters 
or without it. 
 
Optical wall sockets (Rosette): These are the terminal points from the optical 
fiber in each home, connecting with the ONT. 
 
ONT (Optical Network Terminal): It is the optical-electrical transceiver that 
allows the communication of the audiovisual systems (telephone, television, 
computer) with the OLT.  
 
The following elements are common denominators of one or more of the 
previous described elements: 
 
Splitters: The attendants are from dividing one signal optics in several, as a 
multiplexer would make it, but it makes it optic through a prism. The two models 
that the operator has chosen for its network are from 1 entry and 4 exits (1:4) 
and those of 1 entry and 8 exits (1:8), (these last are the only ones used in the 
Optical boxes). 
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Optical fiber cables:  
 
Feeder Cables: These are the cables destined to connecting a Central 
Distributor with a series of Underdistributors. Normally cables of 144 or 
288 FO are used for this job. 
 
Distribution Cables: These are the branches of the tree that shapes 
the network, from these, drop cables are slpiced across the splicing boxes. 
 
Drop Cables: These are the cables that communicate distribution cables with 
the optical box. 
 
ESFU Tubes: It consists of a tube with a series of fibers inside, which are 
spliced later with monofiber cables across the segregation boxes. Its purpose is 
concentrating a certain number of monofibers in an only tube of minor diameter. 
 
Monofiber Cables: More incentives of the tree are the branches.  
They are the cables that the rosettes of each housing communicate with 
the optical box of the building. 
 
Interconnection elements: 
 
Connectors: They are the ending points of a fiber. There are several types, but 
the one that is used in our case, is named SC-APC. 
 
Confrontators: The pieces that allow the union (confrontation) from two 
connectors, in order to offer a continuity in the fiber in exchange of a certain 
attenuation. 
 
Pigtails: It is a preconnected section of cable in one side (about 2 meters) to 
allow the fusion of the end with another fiber. 
 
Patchcords: Sections of cable (about 2 meters) that comes with connectors at 
each end, these are the bridges.  
 
It is also described the most usual tools in the manipulation of the optical fiber 
(splicing and measurement): 
 
Splicers: These are accuracy tools that allow to fusion two optical fiber heads 
through a voltaic arch, minimizing the attenuation through the auto-calibration. 
 
OTDR (Optical Time Domain Reflectometer): A measuring instrument used 
for characterizing and locating the critical points from attenuation of a fiber 
along its path, how could be splitters, splices, connectors, as well as to detect 
breakdowns, and calculating the length of the whole cable.  
It consists in the injection of a bundle of light in one direction, to observe the 
rebound of the signal later and to interpret the obtained datum. 
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Loss Injection Measurer: It is another measuring instrument devoted to 
measuring the losses of power in a link, through the emission of a source laser 
of high intensity in an extreme, to measure it parallelly, from the other extreme. 
 
Other tools: 
 
Outlet: It’s the tool used to opening (to peel) a cable. 
 
Light Pen: It is a top laser that allows to observe microbreakages in the fibers 
in order to detect averies. 
 
Optical Telephone: It allows the communication among distributors racks using 
fibers on duty. 
 
Cutter: It is an accuracy tool which allows to make cuts on the fibers in different 
angles. 
 
 

2.3. Types of FTTH networks 
 
The FTTH exysting types depends of the type of transmission technology. So, 
we can find different standards. 
 
APON (ATM PON) - ATM-based PONs (APONs) work just like standard ATM 
networks. Customers establish Virtual Circuits (VCs) across the APON to a 
destination, such as another office or the ISP's premises. These VCs are 
bundled into what's known as Virtual Paths (VPaths) for faster switching in the 
carrier's network.  
 
The speed of operation depends on whether the APON is symmetrical or 
asymmetrical. Symmetrical APONs operate at OC-3 speeds (155.52Mbit/sec). 
For Asymmetrical APONs, the downstream transmission from the OLT in the 
CO to the customer premises ranges from 155.52 to 622.08Mbit/sec. Upstream 
transmission from the customer premises to the CO occurs at 155.52Mbit/sec. 
All network topologies support both configurations, unless the fiber extends to 
the home, in which case asymmetrical operation isn't supported.  
 
the upstream and downstream transmissions occur over two channels, which 
can be different wavelengths on the same cable or two different cables. The 
original APON specification called for downstream transmission on a single fiber 
occuring between 1,480 and 1,580 nanometers (nm); on dual fibers, between 
1,260nm and 1,360nm. Upstream transmissions always occur between 
1,260nm and 1,360nm. 
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BPON (Broadband PON) - BPON is an ITU-based standard, based on APON, 
but uses WDM.  It defines how ATM data is encapsulated into frames in groups 
of 54 cells.  AN important group called FSAN (Full Services Access Networks) 
work with one goal - to find the best way to achieve early and cost-effective 
deployment of broadband optical access systems.  The group is composed of 
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, BellSouth, France Telecom, British 
Telecommunications plc, and SBC.  They have developed a set of common 
technical specifications (CTS) for a B-PON system based on ITU-T 
Recommendations G.983.1, G.983.2 and G.983.3. 
 
EPON (Ethernet PON) - a standard for Ethernet Passive Optical Networks 
(EPON) is being developed in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) 802.3ah Ethernet in the First Mile (EFM) Task Force. 
Ethernet PONs are point-to-multipoint fiber optic networks suitable for Fiber to 
the Home (FTTH) and Fiber to the Building (FTTB) applications. 
 
The key difference between Ethernet and ATM PONs is that in Ethernet PONs 
data is transmitted in variable-length packets of up to 1,518 bytes according to 
the IEEE 802.3 protocol for Ethernet, whereas in ATM PONs data is transmitted 
in fixed-length 53 byte cells (with 48 byte payload and 5 byte overhead).  The 
Internet protocol calls for data to be segmented into variable-length packets of 
up to 65,535 bytes. For an ATM PON to carry IP traffic the packets must be 
broken into 48 byte segments with a 5-byte header attached to each one. This 
process is time consuming and complicated and adds additional cost to the OLT 
and ONUs. Moreover, 5 bytes of bandwidth are wasted for every 48-byte 
segment creating an onerous overhead that is commonly referred to as the 
ATM cell tax. By contrast, Ethernet was tailor made for carrying IP traffic and 
dramatically reduces the overhead relative to ATM. 
 
GPON (Gigabit ethernet PON) - EPON is Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) PON, 
while GPON is GigE (10 Gbps) PON.  Ethernet PONs build on the ITU standard 
G.983 for ATM PONs and seek to bring to life the dream of a full services 
access network that delivers converged data, video and voice over a single 
optical access system.  
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CHAPTER 3. DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURE 

 
In this chapter, we have attempted to simplify the regulations of design decreed 
by STA itself, in order to show the key criterion when designing the deployment 
of a zone. 
 
The technology selected for the FTTH deployment in Andorra is EPON, which 
at present, allows to distribute a bandwidth of 1,25 GB in Downstream 
more 1,25 GB in Upstream, to share among N users. The number N comes 
gauged by the level of splitting implemented on the passive net. Here has been 
chosen a maximum level of 1:32, distributed in two levels (1:4 and 1:8), cause 
it’s considered the optimum one with respect to the budget relation optic from 
OLT in ONT versus the bandwidth apart to provide to the users (about 40 Mbps 
for ONT). 
 
The topology of chosen network allows a lot of flexibility for configuring lines 
points and redundant paths, but in balancing entry, it introduces many 
connectors on the net and consequently attenuation. Next one is attached 
outline with the main elements of the net FTTH: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The project has to guarantee that the necessary optic margin will be respected 
at all times for the correct functioning of the equipment. 
 
 
 
 

OLT  
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Next are given the criteria to be respected into the optical budget in the 
worst case of a PON: 
 
Concepte Valor (dB)
Marge óptic total PON 28
Distància màxima de disseny en projecte 6  Km 6
Perdua dBs distància total  fibra (0,35 dB/Km) 2,1
Perdua dBs elements xarxa (1ª connector central-connector cofret) 21
Perdua dBs total xarxa (1ª connector central-connector cofret) 23,1
Perdua dBs connexió OLT 0,5
Perdua dBs vertical edifici+ connexió ONT 1,4
Perdua dBs total xarxa 25
Reserva (envelliment, intervenció,...) 2,5
Perdua dBs per no compensació lasser ONT 0,5  
 
Therefore the maximum loss that we can have among the first to the last 
connector in a end to end fiber connection (from Central Office to Optical Box) 
will be 23,7 dB.  
The value of maximum loss of dBs has been obtained from a model of network 
in which, has been recounted with the values of 0,20 dB of loss for connector, 
0,1 dB for splice, 0,35 dB/Km of attenuation of the fiber. 
 
 

3.1 Types of buildings 
 
There are defined the following types of bulidings: 
 
Building of housings or offices: Building that has several service points (that 
means, a telephone line). One for each housing or office. Each will be counted 
out also like service point a local commercial, the elevator, the headquarters of 
alarms and the electrical transformer that is placed in the building, fed with the 
number of fibers that corresponds to give service to 100% of the service points. 
 
Houses: Construction with just one service point and 1 optical fiber. 
 
SMES (Small and Medium Enterprises): These are buildings of just one 
service point dedicated exclusively to SMES (type hotel, gas stations...) with 3 
fed fibers of which, one will be splitted in 1:4 and 1:8 in the distributor rack or 
underdistributor rack (the closer). The other two fibers will be waiting in the rack. 
 
Large enterprises: Buildings of one service point. In this category, companies 
with a great amount of lines, (for example buildings that include commercial 
center, banks, governmental buildings...) will go fed with 6 fibers for each cable 
that arrives at it. In this case 2 cables of 12 fibers will be put with different 
itinerary and different splicing boxes, to give redundancy. The fibers will remain 
waiting without connecting in any splitter or Feeder in the distributor or nearer 
underdistributor. 
 
Singular buildings: Constructions of one service point of type: 
parking lots, transforming stations, restaurants, telephone cabins..... with 1 fed 
fiber. 
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The design will be carried out following the next rules: 
 

• The deployed network has to allow to give service to 100% of the 
service point regarding the dimensioning of the cables, of the 
distributors and of the optical boxes. 

 
• The optical boxes of installed subscribers will be dimensioned for 

giving service to all the service points of the building without change 
of optical boxes. 

 
• All fibers that feeds an optical box will be equipped with connectors 

SC-APC and connected until the distributor or nearer underdistributor. 
 
• Will follow the tree topology - branch  

 
• The study of the network will be maked globally for all the area to 

cover (depending on the CO or on the SRO)  
 

• Whenever it’s possible it will be better to make a design departing 
from the extremes of the zone to cover towards the CO or SRO and 
adding up the needs of fibers in each splicing. 

 
• The fibers assignment will always be carried out starting by the last 

ones of the cable in such form that if there are changes of section, the 
numeration of the fibers doesn’t change in the itinerary of the cables. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cable 
36 FO 
FO 1 to 36 

Cable 
72 FO 
FO 37 to 72

Cable 
144 FO 
FO 73 to 
144 
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3.2 Horizontal Project elements 

3.3.1 Feeder network 
 
The feeder cable is the one that connects the Central Office with rest of 
Underdistributors Racks (SRO). 
 
The design criteria have been developed in such form that they 
allow an independent design of the distribution network from the feeding 
network.  
 
In general, the feeder cable will be dimensioned together with the distribution of 
the zone that brings service, but for the case that it was not possible, the 
following criteria will be followed: 
 
In urban zone one fiber will be contemplated for each 20 service points of the 
zone of coverage for the optic Underdistributor affected, adding a reservation of 
20% for future growth. 
 
In rural zone one fiber will be contemplated for each 15 service points of the 
zone of coverage of the optic Underdistributor affected, adding a reservation of 
cable of 25%. 
 
The design of the network will optionally contemplate the possibility to give 
a redundant feeding to the SRO. This will be able to be achieved connecting 2 
SRO, so we have a kind of fiber ring between CO and 2 SROs. 
 
It will have to be taken into account how it would affect the optical budget. 
 

3.3.2 Distribution network 
 
The distribution network corresponds to the part of the network that goes in 
canalization from the exit of the SRO (or CO if the zone doesn’t have SRO) until 
the optical box of subscribers. 
 
The distribution network is formed by distribution cables and drop cables 
 
Distribution cables 
 
Distribution cables are used at the exit of the headboards of the zone (CO 
or SRO) and will be of the maximum capacity standardized by STA:  
at present 144/288 FO, except in the prompt cases of residual zones 
of the coverage of FTTH in those that service with cables of lower capacity. 
 
The infrastructure of the net will be dimensioned guaranteeing that 
service can be given easily without making important works, as the 
demand grows. 
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Because of that: 
 
In consolidated urban zone reservations of 20% fibers will be left by stretch of 
network. 
 
In rural zone and non consolidated urban zone reservations of 40% fibers will 
be left by stretch of net. 
 
A stretch of net includes the cables between two splices, or between 
a splice and a distributor rack. The reservations will always be calculated with 
regard to the fiber used in the stretch (these are not cumulative from posterior 
stretches). 
 
Drop cables 
 
This is the last stretch of cable that comes out from the splicing boxes until the 
optical box of subscriber (drop cable) and it will be at least of: 
6 FO for buildings of 16 service points of maximum  
12 FO for large enterprises or buildings of more than 16 service points. 
 
 

3.3.3 Distributor Racks 
 
The distributors are equipped with splitters for being able to carry out one or two 
levels of splitting depending on the type of optical box to connect. 
For gauging the splitting level in the distributor, the following criteria will be 
followed: 
 
In case of the optical box gives service in less than 4 service points in a SMES, 
the two levels of splitting will be carried out in the distributor rack (CO) or nearer 
Underdistributor (SRO) 1:4 + 1:8  
 
In case of the optical box gives service besides 3 service points the two splitting 
levels will be carried out: 
 
The first 1:4 in the distributor or underdistributor nearer to the customer  
The second 1:8 in the optical box (optic terminal box) 
 
The cases of  Large Enterprises will be studied case from case since in some 
cases fibers will have to be put without splitting. The maximum capacity for 
SRO is 3000 service points. In case it justifies, they will be able to be studied if 
it is viable to design it for superior capacities. 
 
The distributors to use will be based in racks RA005-02 from Prysmian. 
This rack will be configured to have of: 
A maximum of 16 modules for rack (splitter and connection). 
Guidance of cables in the lateral one left. 
Guidance left of cords of fiber entered in the lateral one right. 
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1 Alimentacio 1 Alimentacio 1 splitting 1:8
2 Alimentacio 2 Alimentacio 2
3 Alimentacio 3 splitting 1:8 3 Reserva
4 Alimentacio 4 Reserva 4 Splitting 1:4
5 splitting 1:8 5 Splitting 1:4 5 Splitting 1:4
6 6 Splitting 1:4 6 Splitting 1:4
7 Splitting 1:4 7 Splitting 1:4 7 Splitting 1:4
8 Splitting 1:4 8 Splitting 1:4 8
9 Splitting 1:4 9 9 Reserva

10 10 Reserva 10 Reserva
11 Reserva 11 Reserva 11
12 12 12
13 Distribucio 13 Distribucio 13 Distribucio
14 Distribucio 14 Distribucio 14 Distribucio
15 Distribucio 15 Distribucio 15 Distribucio
16 Distribucio 16 Distribucio 16 Distribucio

Repartidor  
(Central amb cables cap a sots-repartidor)

Sots-Repartidor  
( Amb cables d'alimentacio del repartidor)

Sots-Repartidor  
( Sence cables d'alimentacio del repartidor)

For making the dimensioning of the distributor the study of all the coverage 
zone, service points, necessary splitting, ... 
 
Will be made following the next steps: 
 
Dimensioning of: 
 
- Feeder Cables  
- Distribution Cables 
- splitting 1:4 Modules 
- splitting 1:8 Modules 
- Number assignment of necessary racks to configure the distributor: 
 
Assignement of: 
 
- Feeder cables Modules 
- Distribution cables Modules 
- splitting 1:4 Modules 
- splitting 1:8 Modules 
 
Next, examples of the configuration of distributors and underdistributors racks 
are attached: 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3.4  Coffers 
 
Splicing coffers will be chosen taking into account that: Its opening doesn’t 
imply cuts of traffic, The coffers will be from the type DR3 or superiors. 
Its dimensions allow to fit the splicing boxes with a loop of 15 meters (in case 
the situation of the coffer is troubled it will be able to leave until 20 meters).  
In each passage coffer of dimensions equal or superior to those of the type 
DR3, a loop of 4 meters will be left. 
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3.3.5  Splicing Boxes 
 
In each splicing box will leave a reservation of exits for enlargement of new drop 
cables. 
 
This reservation will be of: 
 

Drop Exits 
Reservation Box 

Type 
Oval 
Entry 
Exit 

Drop 
Exits 

Number Rural Zone Urban Zone 

Box 1 * 
(BPEO I) 1 6 2 1 

Box 2 
(BPEO I) 1 8 3 2 
Box 3* 

(BPEO II) 1 16 6 3 
Box 4* 

(BPEO II) 1 16 6 3 
 
 

3.3.6  Optical Boxes 
 
To dimension the optical box correctly to use in each case, will be had in 
accoun, the number of service points of the building, as well as the amount and 
type of current services hired by the customers of the building and type of 
building. 
 
For buildings with bank branches, two cofret will be installed, one exclusive for 
the branch and another for the rest of customers of the building 
For SMEs the CROSS Premium optical box will be used indoor or outdoor, 
depending of its location.  
 
For the rest of buildings the optical box will have to be dimensioned with regard 
to the number of foreseen service points and applying the attached picture. 
 
Núm Màx de PS Descripció Model Referència Int/Ext Spliter

2 2SC/APC IP-33 ODO ID ODO i NO
3 4SC/APC IP-55 PRISMIAN PR1 i-e NO

10 12SC/APC IP-30 CROSS PREMIUM * CP i SI
13 16SC/APC IP-54 CROSS PREMIUM OUTDOOR CPO i SI
43 48SC/APC IP-50 CROSS PLUS1 CP1 i-e SI
96 96SC/APC IP-50 CROSS PLUS2 CP2 i SI  

 
*Not currently available, use Cross Premium Outdoor 

 
Moreover, the cofrets will be equipped with the necessary fibers to feed the 
necessary splitters to give service to 100% of the service points but with the 
splitters described next: 
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CPO 1 Splitter of 1:8 
CP1 2 Splitters of 1:8 
CP2 3 Splitters of 1:8 
 
Each building will have to have its manured optical box. Except in the zones 
with airlines or for facade in those that the possibility to put one will be studied.  
 

• ODO (two fibers) 
 
This cofret will settle in single-family houses. It can be installed in an outdoor 
place but protected (IP-30 drip diverted of the vertical of 60). The order of the 
connectors is the following one: the first connector will be placed deep down of 
the slot foreseen in such effect and the second above. 
 

• PR1 (four fibers) 
 
This optical box will install in the single-family houses in outer locations or in 
homes of until 3 service points. It is an outer cofret that can position 
also inside. Splitters can not be put there. The order of occupation of the 
connectors will be from right in left. 
 

• CP (twelve fibers) 
 
This box can be installed in houses with until 12 service points. It will be able 
placing two splitters 1/8 (divider for fiber). It is an interior box and is not been 
able installing outdoor. 
 

• CPO (sixteen fibers) 
 
This is an outdoor box (IP-64 jet of water for all directions) that is been able 
placing, facade or stick, in the inside. Two splitters 1/8 can be installed (divider 
for fiber). Two trays are dedicated to the splitters and the third one to connect 
the cable of outer arrival. It will be the most used cofret. 
 

• CP1 (forty-eight fibers) 
 
It is an only interior box that has four trays, three reserved to the splitter 1/8 
(divider for fiber) and the last one used for connecting the cable of arrival. 
It can be installed in houses with forty eight service points. It will be a box 
commonly used. 
 

• CP2 (ninety-six fibers) 
 
It is an only interior box that has six trays, five reserved to the splitter 1/8 
(divider for fiber) and the last one used for connecting the cable of arrival. It can 
be installed in houses with ninety-six service points. It will be a little used optical 
box. 
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3.3.7 Connectors 
 
All connectors to use in optical boxes, distributors racks, splitters, rosettes and 
ONT will be from the type SC-APC. 
 
 

3.3.8 Drop cable 
 
This cable will be able to be from twelve or six fibers. It’s a more protected cable 
that can bear tensions to the stretching and a very important weariness 
(Maximum tension to the spreading 2200 N, Resistance to the weariness 300 
N/cm, Radius of curvature statics 150 mm.). 
 
 

3.3 Vertical Project elements 
 

3.3.1 Indoor cables 
 
The fibers used for the inside are carried out with a plastic cover of 
zero halogens elements. The passage among the different floors has to be 
stamped with a non inflammable and dismountable material (for example TDUX 
from the Tyco house). 
 
The dynamic radius of curvature can not be inferior to fifteen times the diameter 
requirement of the cable. The static radius of curvature can not be inferior to ten 
times the outer diameter of the cable. 
 
Two types of cable will be used, monofiber that can go to the inside as the 
requirement and the other one, multifiber that doesn’t bear the direct solar jets 
and therefore can not be installed at inclemency, will be able to be used for 
inner behaviors or for courtyards of light where the solar jets do not arrive 
directly. 
 
The monofiber cable will be used to feed the ground floor and the first floor, and 
the rest of the floors in the case that the distribution will be made for facade. It 
should have a lot of care of not spoiling the esthetics of the building. Will also be 
used the monofiber cable to give service between the rosette of the subscriber 
and the box of distribution of floor (Prysmian). 
 
The multifiber cable is used to avoid to spread cables varying of a fiber joints, 
it’s a more economic solution and can be obturated more easily among floors. 
Multifiber cable will come out of the optical box Nexans and it will arrive until the 
highest part of the building. The leftover of cable will not cut, will be left in loop. 
One will be made opening on the tip of the cable in order to retrieve the fibers 
for the opening practiced in the place where the box of division will be installed. 
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3.3.2 Lines division boxes 
 
This box will be settled to protect the multifiber cable, in the place where it will 
be made the opening of the cover. It has trays to make the splices of the fiber. 
It will have a zone of loops for fibers waiting for splice. 
 
The installation in house of the customer will be able to be made of two different 
ways. Through a monofiber cable that will be connected with one mechanical 
system or with a tube that will allow the passage of one of the fibers of the 
multifiber cable without any splice. 
 
 

3.3.3 Rosette 
 
The rosette has the goal of finish the installation of the cable in the inside of 
the home, premise,... of the customer. In the rosette, the ending of the cable will 
be able to be carried out of two different ways: 
 
With a mechanical connector or  
With a mechanical splice and a pigtail 
 
It will settle in the most suitable place to achieve that the monofiber cables are 
the shortest possible and to facilitate the installation of the ONT. 
 
 

3.3.4 Building wired 
 
The object of this section is to guide and to create some rules, for the 
companies collaborators for the realization of the necessary inner lines for 
completing the net of fiber to the home. 
 
The inner line is included for: 
 
- vertical distribution cable 
- floor distribution 
- interior boxes of distribution/segregation 
- splicings 
- connectors 
- rosettes 
- small material and accessories. 
 
In the buildings where for its dimensions and the number of customers it is not 
necessary the installation of boxes of distribution, the installation will be carried 
out directly with an individual cable from the cofret until the rosette. 
If from needs of the installation it considers necessary they will be able to carry 
out splicings. The ends of the cables will be finished with SC/APC conncetors. 
In all cases, the total attenuation of inner line will be for each installation 
under 1,6 db including connectors, splicings and attenuation of the cable. 
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Synoptic of distribution for path of cable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Camí de cables

Cables interiors 
d'una fibra

Cable d'una fibra 
interior

Cable d'una fibra 
interior

Tub buit per passar 
una fibra

Cable interior de 
varies fibres

Cofret Nexans

Caixa de repartició 
de línies Prysmian

Cable soterrani 
exterior

Cable d'una fibra 
interior planta baixa
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Synoptic of installation for facade. 
 
It will be made whenever it can not be made by the inside of the building.  
 
 
 
 
 

Façana edifici

Cables interiors 
d'una fibra

Cable d'una fibra 
interior

Cable d'una fibra 
interior

Varis cables interiors 
de una fibra

Cofret Nexans

Cable soterrani 
exterior

Cables d'una fibra 
interior planta baixa

Cables de diferentes 
llargades.
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3.3.5 Vertical Project Methodology 
 
The individual study of each building is always made taking account for the 
technical implications of the materials, thus how not to spoil the aesthetics of 
the building and attempting to reduce the total cost of the project, searching the 
optimum solutions in each situation. 
 
In any case, there are always a series of infrastructures to search in the 
technical visits who can help us to carrying out a project of quality. 
They are these: 
 

• Always searching the path of the existing copper wiring: Always and 
when people can making arrive the new cable of fiber for each housing 
or premises and that this does not imply completely occupying these 
infrastructures, for allowing the possible future pass of new cables. For 
making it, we have to check out the registries of telephone of the landing. 

 
• Searching galleries or registries of other services (Electricity, doorbell, 

water...) which allow the vertical pass of the fiber, and from there, to 
attempt accessing in each housing directly (with a drill) or going out to 
the landing with one small fluting until the door of each home. 

 
• Searching common interior courtyards, with public access, for where to 

make the vertical pass and from there to access in each housing. 
 

• Looking for common points of the building (how they can be the parking) 
in order to search different points of attack for the vertical pass (for 
example, from the parking we can getting one or more courtyards to 
arrive to the housings). 

 
• Using additional infrastructures, how they could be already installed 

trays, metallic trays, false ceiling, technical land,...  
 

• As a last resort, and whenever no other path is possible, we can carrying 
out an installation for facade. 

 
Because of this, the presence of the owner of the building is always from great 
help, or of the staff of maintenance of the same one, since these persons have 
knowledge of the structure of the building and of the disposal of  registries that 
apparently aren’t visible. It is also of great help to have the maps of the building. 
 
With all this, always there are buildings of great technical difficulty that require 
of civil work in order to discover antique infrastructures concealed by works 
carried out retrospectively (Pladur, burial of tubes for new pavement...). 
 
A consideration to take into account, is that according to valid regulations, is not 
been able to installing any optical element and not spreading any cable for a 
room of boilers, for the dangers associates with the fire and with the emission of 
halogens gases. 
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CHAPTER 4. PROJECT ENGINEERING 

 
In this section we will attempt to explain the goal zone in a detailed way of the 
project. We will portray all its buildings, as well as the statistics of the service 
points. 
 
When carrying out the project of deployment of FTTH, this, subdivides in two 
tasks. The horizontal project and the vertical project. Horizontal project sandal 
from the central distributor or underdistributor until the 
optical box of each building, specifying the configuration of the distributors, 
splicing boxes, chosen cables, fiber assignment, study of canalizations, optic 
balance, materials... 
 
In return, the vertical projects (one for building), it’s understand how the study of 
spreading of fiber inside of a building; from the optical box until each subscriber, 
detailing the infrastructures to use, vertical courtyards, false ceiling, material... 
 
The zone chosen by the project of deployment that occupies this work, is a part 
of the parish of Escaldes-Engordany. This contains a series of buildings of 
different typology that we will describe. With respect to the distributor central 
and to the underdistributor assigned for this zone, we will not reveal its 
placement for security reasons. So, we will explain all details (configuration, 
type of choosen cable,…) except the geographical situation of this. 
 
The zone that corresponds to us contains 12 buildings.  
These come off identified for the hexadecimal code that is assigned to them in 
the optical boxes, already in phase of project. However on the other hand, also 
they come off identified by its address. So, we have: 
 

• Fener 14 (Prism Hotel): This building consists of a hybrid among hotel 
and housings, cause in the upper floors there are 4 private housings, 
therefore we count 6 service points (4 housings local + 1 hotel + 1 
elevator) in the following chapter we will explain the chosen solution. 

 
• Fener 12: Building of 15 housings distributed in 6 floors, with 2 

commercial premises and an elevator. 18 service points. 
 

• Fener 10 (Princeps Galleries): It is about a small shopping center with 
20 commercial premises distributed in 2 floors. 20 service points. 

 
• Fener 6: Building of two floors with 2 housings and 1 commercial 

premises. 3 service points. 
 

• Fener 7: It is about a building with 6 housings (one for floor), 1 elevator 
and 1 commercial premises. 8 service points. 

 
• Fener 9: Also it is about a building with 18 housings (3 for floor), 

elevator and commercial premises. 20 service points. 
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• Fener 11 (Artal Gas Station): Gas station with 4 commercial premises 

and 3 housings. 7 service points. 
 

• Fener 13 (Aleix Parking): Parking. 1 service point. 
 

• Fener 15/17 (Delfos Hotel): Hotel. 1 service point. 
 

• Boïgues 5 (Boïgues Parking): Parking. 1 service point. 
 

• Boïgues 3 (Racel Building): Building with 2 offices and 1 elevator. 3 
service points. 

 
• Boïgues 1 (White Pike Building): Building with 57 offices distributed in 

different ways in 6 floors, more 2 commercial premises on the basses 
and 1 elevator. 65 service points. 

 
How people can observe, the majority of the buildings are blocks of flats with 
commercial premises, but each one has its specific problems. In this 
document we will carry out the vertical study of the most significant, because for 
its documental extension is to us impossible to show them all. 
 
With respect to the availability of canalizations, we detail the location of the 
coffers that connect with the buildings, such like the existing canalization. 
The goal buildings of this project, are the ones framed with orange. How 
we can observe, all have a series of acces tubes to the building, but our 
work is to check out it in field and to detail the state of the coffers and of the 
canalizations. 
 
In this case we see that the named coffer 7-0104, and the 7-0126, are the 
suitable to install the splicing box in its inside, so many for its size, like for its 
situation, that allows to park a van there well to near where the technicians will 
work without disturbing the traffic. So, from of these two coffers the whole of the 
buildings of the project will be fed. 
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  CHAPTER 5. DETAIL ENGINEERING 

 
In this section we will detail the solution adopted in each case, as well as the 
chosen materials.... 
 
Once we have finished the task of finding out the real service points (PS), as 
well as the study of the canalization, we can already choose which the ideal 
optical box will be for each building, the necessary splitters, the assigned fibers, 
the type of cable... to be able to complete the horizontal project like this. 
Parallelly with the technical visits to each building, we have to make in order to 
place the optical box and to find the approach road of the fiber in each home or 
premises. 
 
We pass then, to make the assignment of optical boxes and the fibers for each 
building as the rules of engineering described in anteriority. 
 

• Fener 14 (Prism Hotel): (6 PS) CP0 with 1 Splitter 1:8 and 3 fed fibers 
for a cable of 6 FO (of which a bridge to the distributor will only be thrown 
towards a splitter 1:4, the rest will remain in reserve). 

 
• Fener 12: (18 PS) CP1 with 3 Splitters 1:8 and 3 fibers fed by a cable 

of 12 FO (1:4 in distributor). 
 

• Fener 10 (Princeps Galleries): (20 PS) CP1 with 3 splitters 1:8 and 3 
fibers fed by a cable of 12 FO (1:4 in distributor). 

 
• Fener 6: (3 PS) Prysmian with 3 fibers fed by a cable of 6 FO 

(splitted 1:8 and 1:4 in distributor). 
 

• Fener 7: (8 PS) CP0 with 1 splitter 1:8 and 1 fiber fed by a cable of 6 
FO (splitted in 1:4 in distributor). 

 
• Fener 9: (20 PS) CP1 with 3 splitters 1:8 and 3 fibers fed by a cable of 

12 FO (splitted in 1:4 in distributor). 
 

• Fener 11 (Artal Gas Station): (7 PS) CP0 with 1 splitter 1:8 and 1 fed 
fiber for a cable of 6 FO (splitted in 1:4 in distributor). 

 
• Fener 13 (Aleix Parking): (1 PS) ODO with 1 fiber fed by a cable of 6 

FO (splitted in 1:8 and 1:4 in distributor). 
 

• Fener 15/17 (Hotel Delfos): (1 PS) ODO with 3 fibers fed by one cable 
of 6 FO (of which a bridge to the distributor towards one will only be 
thrown splitter 1:4, the rest will remain in reserve). 

 
• Boïgues 5 (Boïgues Parking): ODO with 1 fiber fed by a cable of 

6 FO (splitted in 1:8 and 1:4 in distributor). 
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• Boïgues 3 (Racel Building): (3 PS) ODO with 3 fibers fed by a cable 

of 6 FO (splittades in 1:8 and 1:4 in distributor). 
 

• Boïgues 1 (White Pike Building): (65PS) CP2 with 9 splitters 1:8 and 9 
fibers fed by a cable of 12 FO (splittades in 1:4 in distributor). 

 
We know the number of necessary fibers once for giving service to this 
subzone, so we can gauge the necessary distribution cable to cover it. 
In our case, a total of 34 fibers comes out to us, but taking into account that 
we have to leave 20% of fibers of reservation at least for being an urban zone 
consolidated, we decide to display a cable of 72FO. 
 
As we showed in the engineering rules, the last modules of the 
distributors racks are the ones destined to the distribution cables. As each 
modules can house 72 positions, we use the last module to connect the tip of 
the cable to the distribution of 72FO. 
 
So, we can put the bridges that will connect each fiber of the cable of 
distribution in one of the exits of the splitter that corresponds (1:8 or 1:4), and 
the entries of these connected to the fibers of the main cable, which will connect 
with the OLT. 
 
The splicing boxes chosen in this project, will be from the type BOX 3, 
that they allow the entry of until 16 drop cables, apart from the cables of 
distribution (entry come out), but the engineering rules force us to 
using not more than 13 entries for leaving 3 for reservation. In this case 
we comply with the regulations. 
 
With this, the characteristics of the horizontal project come off clear-cut, 
we will go then to detailing the solution of the vertical projects. To make it, 
we will attempt to illustrate each building with a sketch and a series of pictures 
that show the approach road from the entry tubes in the building, passing 
through the optical box until arrives to each housing. 
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Fener 12: 
The itinerary of the cable will go for a cable tray from the entry of the building 
until arriving to the optical box which it will be placed in the stair that 
communicates with the room of boilers. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ground Floor 
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Porta 1A

Porta 1
Porta 2

F

PATI

PLANTA TIPUS
F

FF

F

 
The vertical installation will go from the optical box for the same cable tray, one 
searching rising of cables that brings to the interior courtyard. This rising is in 
the right corner of in front of the elevator of the ground floor of the building. 
Once we find the courtyard, we will bring the ESFU (multifiber 24 FO) for a 
cable tray (according to decision of the owner of the building), rising on the left 
part from the placed windows to the stairs. 
 
The distribution is the following one: 
 
The building has in each floor, two doors at the same level than the window 
that brings at the courtyard and another in the landing that remains among 
floors. The monofiber cables that go to the flats, will go for the landing of the 
stair, through the cable tray, going out from the courtyard towards the doors that 
are in the same level. The flat that remains to under (among floors), will go out 
of the courtyard and will be following the slope of the stair fine finding the door 
of the flat (for where the cable passes at present of copper). The doors of the 
first floor will go with monofiber direct from the optical box, and the rest of flats 
will go with an ESFU of 24 fibers. 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Model Floor 
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Regarding the premises, also will go connected directly from the optical box, 
however it will have to go backwards until the Hall of the property for the same 
path that brought the cable of entry of the street, where there is an existing drill 
for accessing to one engine room, which communicates with both premises.  
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Fener 11 (Artal Gas Station):  
This building consists in a series of premises (how are a Restaurant 
offices, a electronic components shop and the shop of the gas station) and 
three housings placed in the second floor. The access tubes to the building are 
placed in a warehouse of floor -1. From there we will make the drop cable arrive 
until the landing of the stair, where we will place the new optical box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Floor -1 

 
 

 
 
 
 

90
0,

00
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From here, we will carry out a vertical drill to make rise the set of 
monofibers towards the upper floors, always protected with a cable tray of 
vitro resin. Once in floor 0, we will distribute from here in the premises of this 
floor through a small cable tray that will go upper for the corner of the 
walls. In the case of the Restaurant, it will have to arrive from the facade, since 
not there has any public space to access directly from the vertical carried out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ground Floor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F

F

F

Restaurant

Local

Local
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Finally, we distribute the rest of monofiber towards each office and housing 
through the cable tray. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Floor 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F
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Floor 2 

F

F

F

F
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Fener 13 (Aleix Parking): 

In this types of buildings, the aesthetics is not as important as in other. The 
majority they have a series of metallic trays installed for distributing electric 
cables along the parking. In this case, we make use of these existing 
infrastructures to arrive to the office of the parking, placed in the floor 0 from 
where the optical box will be installed. 
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F
Sala de 
telefonia
Planta 0

Recepció

Restaurant

Hall del Hotel
Planta 0

Parking -1

F

F

F

Fener 14 (Hotel Prisma): The drop cable of this building, will go a stretch 
groped on the wall from the entry tube that is placed in parking -1, for 
afterwards to pass through an existing metallic tray that arrives until the entry 
door of the parking. Afterwards a vertical drill will be made. It will get access to 
the communication’s room of the hotel, place where we will place the optical 
box.  
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F

F F
F

F

The vertical path will go from the optical box towards the parking -1 following 
the same path, however the inverse of the drop cable. We will bring the cable 
fine the height of the access door to the stairs that they face to the elevators, 
from here we will pass the cable for an existing cable tray that arrives until the 
technical gallery that has access to all floors. 
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The access to the attics will be for the services gallery of the hotel. Afterwards it 
will distribute from this, to each home, for the ceiling of the attics with 
corrugated tube and them will enter for the window of each one, how the copper 
cable is doing at present. 
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Boïgues 1 (White Pike Building): The drop cable of this building joins at the 
building for a tube placed in the electric room; we will make arrive it until an 
existing tray even arriving at the location of the optical box, placed beside the 
door of a technical gallery since where we will distribute in each floor. 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the services gallery, which has an extense space for working, 
we will access in each floor for some existing trays that appeal the ceiling of the 
floor for the corridor. In some floors there is false ceiling that guards the image 
of these trays, in other not. Our intention is to make arrive one multifiber tube 
ESFU of 12 fibers in each floor, until arrives almost in the center of the corridor, 
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and from there, we will derive a monofiber in each office with a  segregation box 
placed on the ceiling. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the floors where only there are certain stretches of tray, we proceed to 
stapling the monofiber cable directly on the ceiling. 
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Galeria 
tècnica

Calderes

Porta 6

Porta 5

Porta 7

Porta 8

Porta 9

Porta 4 Porta 3 Porta 2

Porta 10 Porta 11 Porta 12

Porta 13

Porta 1

F

F

F

F

F F F F

F F F

F

F

F

F

F

F

 
 
This is the distribution of floor 1. We have obviated the distribution of the rest of 
floors cause the only one that varies is the number of offices, but the gist of the 
installation is the same one. 
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CHAPTER 6. MATERIALS LISTING 
 
This is a materials listing of the complete zone, so many in projection horizontal 
like in vertical, but without prices, cause for confidentiality it comes off decisively 
prohibited to reveal prices. With this listing we show the reach that can have a 
project of this look with respect to materials. 
 

Títol:  PROJECTE CONSTRUCTIU DE DESPLEGAMENT VERTICAL 

Projecte:   ESCALDES-ENGORDANY   

CODI QUAN. U. DESCRIPCIO 

      SUBMINISTRES   

EDIFICI:   Avd. del Fener, 14. Hotel Prisma 

SC1022 25 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22 
STC20 60 m Subministre de tub corrugat flexible PVC metrica 20 
5009370 280 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
XCPSC00444 5 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
XKTSC00121 6 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC00152 6 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  

EDIFICI:   Avd. Fener, 12 

SC4060 60 m Subministre de canal blanca PVC 40x60 
SC1022 90 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22 
SC1616 330 m Subministre de motllura blanca 16x16 
5009370 680 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
28070644 1 Ut Subministre Cordo- 12CasaLight SC/APC  100metres  
XCPSC00444 18 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
28070666 1 Ut Subministre Riser Box 2 - 12 mechanical splices (metal) 
XKTSC00121 30 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC00152 6 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  

EDIFICI:   Avd. del Fener, 10 (Galeries Prínceps) 

SC1022 530 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22   
5009370 890 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight   
CPSC00444u 19 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
28070666 19 Ut Subministre Riser Box 2 - 12 mechanical splices (metal) 
XKTSC00121 20 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice   
XKTSC00152 20 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC    

EDIFICI:   Avd. Fener, 6 

SC1022 30 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22 
5009370 90 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
CPSC00444 3 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
XKTSC0012 4 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC0015 4 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  

EDIFICI:   Avd. del Fener nº7 

5009370 275 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
CPSC00444 7 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
XKTSC0012 8 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC0015 8 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  
SC1022 40 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22 
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EDIFICI:   Avd. del Fener nº9 

28070648 1 Ut Subministre Cordo- 24CasaLight SC/APC  40metres  
5009370 490 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
28070666 1 Ut Subministre Riser Box 2 - 12 mechanical splices (metal) 
CPSC00444 19 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
XKTSC0015 5 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  
XKTSC0012 33 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
SC1022 90 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22 

EDIFICI:   Avd. del Fener, 11 (Benzinera Artal) 

5009370 390 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
XCPSC0044 7 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
XKTSC0012 10 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC0015 10 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  
SC1616 33 m Subministre de motllura blanca 16x16 
SC1022 50 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22 
STC32 2 m Subministre de tub corrugat flexible PVC metrica 32 

EDIFICI:   Avd. del Fener, 13 (Pàrquing Aleix) 

5009370 40 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 

CPSC00444 1 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 

XKTSC0012 2 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 

XKTSC0015 2 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  

EDIFICI:   Avd. del Fener, 15/17 (Hotel Delfos) 

5009370 470 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
XCPSC0044 1 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
XKTSC0012 2 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC0015 2 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  
SC1022 65 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22 

EDIFICI:   C/ Boïgues, 1. (Pàrquing Boïgues) 

5009370 50 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
XCPSC0044 1 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
XKTSC0012 2 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC0015 2 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  

EDIFICI:   C/ Boïgues, 3. Edifici Racel 

5009370 80 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
XCPSC0044 2 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
XKTSC0012 3 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC0015 3 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  

EDIFICI:   C/ Boïgues, 1. Edif Pic Blanc   

SC1022 270 m Subministre de motllura blanca 10x22 
5009370 12300 m Subministre Cable -1CasaLight 
28070642 3 Ut Subministre Cordo- 12CasaLight SC/APC  40metres  
28070643 2 Ut Subministre Cordo- 12CasaLight SC/APC  50metres  
28070644 1 Ut Subministre Cordo- 12CasaLight SC/APC  100metres  
XCPSC0044 54 Ut Subministre Roseta Prysmian, inclou pigtail+adaptador 
28070666 6 Ut Subministre Riser Box 2 - 12 mechanical splices (metal) 
XKTSC0012 178 Ut Subministre Mechanical Splice 
XKTSC0015 2 Ut Subministre Fast concector SC/APC  
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Títol:   PROJECTE CONSTRUCTIU DE DESPLEGAMENT HORITZONTAL 

Projecte:    ESCALDES-ENGORDANY 

CODI QUAN. U. DESCRIPCIO 
Z1179-12 460 M Cable 12FO monomode type Aerial modularité 12.G652D 

Z1179-6 950 M Cable 6FO monomode type Aerial modularité 6.G652D 

N7281 480 M Cable 288FO Monomode compact modularitat 12 G652D-Z1095A 

BOX3 2 U Caixa d'empalmament 120 fibres BPE02 BOX3 

ECAM 12 U Kit d'entrada ECAM 

10082795 3 U RACCORD.SC/APC.CERAMIQUE. 

10163880 3 U PIGTAIL SC/APC 900 microns G652D 

WM017 1 U Roseta ext amb 4 adapt. Simplex SC/APC + 4 pigtail SC/APC 

10142473 4 U COFFRET ODO OD STA 

10141636 3 U CROS PREMIUM OUTDOOR VIDE STA 

10163823 3 U CROS PLUS 1 INDOOR EQUIPE 2 SPLITTERS + 2 PIGTAIL 

10163871 1 U CROS PLUS 2 INDOOR EQUIPE 4 SPLITTERS + 4 PIGTAILS 

10142967 15 U SPLITTER 1x8 CONNECTORISE SC/APC 

28070651 1 U Rack 2200x1200x300 (300+600+300) complet d´acc. CS587607 

28070654 1 U 3U ETSI Shelf - 2 modules - 4x1x4 CS590122 

28070660 1 U 2 modules - 4x1x4 1389088 

28070663 31 U Patchcord 6m 2mm with 1MN SCAPC-SCAPC FO524106SA 

TDUX60 17 U TDUX D60mm 

TDUX75 14 U TDUX D75mm 

TDUX45 32 U TDUX D45mm 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
With this project it has been attempted to show the reach associated with the 
projection of a FTTH network, but a small scale, allowing like this to have a real 
knowledge and more concrete of the appeared difficulties in each point of the 
study, whatever if is due to the characteristics typical of each building, or when 
making the optimum dimensioning with respect to the characteristics of several 
materials used (cables, fibers, splitters, splicing boxes...). 
 
The main conclusions that we’ve arrived with the writing of this manual are: 
 
- Each building has its own characteristics that make it different to the rest, 
with which, we have to study case to case, but through the guidelines described 
in this manual, the choice of the optimum path is facilitated in each situation. 
 
- The deployment of a network of this magnitude, where the final user is a 
person who values the aesthetics above everything (since it is about one 
permanent installation in his building/home), it makes that this criterion prevails 
for about the economical one, but always attempting to adapt oneself to the 
demands of the operator of telecommunications, therefore has to search the 
equilibrium among aesthetics, quality and cost. 
 
- For that the reader is made an idea about the time used into project and 
execute this zone. We have needed more than three months of work 
distributed in: 
 
- Auditing of canalizations 
- Technical visits to the buildings 
- Documentation (choice of materials, distributions, dimensioning...) 
- Research of the owners of the buildings 
- Purchase of materials 
- Validation of the projects by the operator 
- Validation of the projects by the owners of the buildings 
- Direction of the works of spreading, splicing and measurement 
- Validation of the work executed by the operator 
- Certification 
 
The environmental consequences derivatives of this project are the 
implicated in the elaboration of the different materials used in this. The 
optical fiber is a safe material that does not have any incidence in the human 
body. 
 
The nets of fiber to the home are the future of the wired networks, cause it 
allows to exploit the potential of internet and of the services that it offers. The 
biggest problems of this technology are the current cost of the components and 
the difficulty of spreading cables, so many because of saturation and/or 
absence of canalizations, as due to that the majority of buildings are not 
preparated to make the fiber arrive to the subscribers. With this work we 
attempt searching the best solution to some of the most common problems that 
can arise. 
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CHAPTER 8. BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
For carrying out this project no bibliography was consulted, except for prompt 
moments where the help of some documental source has been needed (for 
example with dates). The main source was the experience in the job of the 
enterprise. In our case the support source has always been 
www.wikipedia.com. 
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CHAPTER 9. APPENDIX 
 



3
Quante™ BPEO Splice-Protection
Closure for Optical Fiber Cables

BPEO: Fully 
Mechanical, Easy 
to Install, No
Specific Tools
BPEO is the newest 

generation of watertight 
splice protection 
closures for optical 
fiber networks. The 

BPEO range of product is 
designed for all types of networks 

from 12 to 432 optical fibers. These fully 
mechanical, watertight/sealed closures are 

designed for installations in the outside plant, in 
manholes or in directly buried, pole or wall applications. The 
design allows multiple re-entries.
Each closure is composed of:
• body
• cable seals
• tray support
• splicing trays
The range is comprised of three sizes for different 
capacities
and applications.
The closure features small outer dimensions. The design of
the full range is based on a low depth in order to fit in existing 
manholes or premises. Primary use is in butt configuration.

BPEO Value
• Fully mechanical
• Unique latch mechanism for body seals and re-entry
• No resin, no power supply, no chemicals required
• No specific tools required

• Multiple re-entry
• Closure re-entry without breaking cable seals
• Fully mechanical cable seals

BPEO: The Closure
The closure is made up of two parts designed as a fast 
locking system with captivated clamps.
• No specific tools for the re-entries
• Watertightness is ensured by a half-shell gasket (resilient 
sealing)

ECAM: The Mechanical Cable Entries
Two types are available:
• Single entry for cables up to 18 mm (0.71 in.)
• Double entry for midspan access application.

The ECAM entries have two main functions:
• Watertightness and anchoring
• The watertightness is fully mechanical
• The anchoring is done on the sheath, the central strength 
member and the strain-relieves
The installation of the cable entry is done completely outside 
the closure. The cable entry is fixed on the closure simply 
by clipping.
ECAM, the fully mechanical cable entry, will be very useful 
for connections and the local loop because of its simplicity.

The BPEO is designed for all the locations in
the network
• Installation in manholes
• Directly buried
• Pole or wall mounting
• Aerial mounting
• Continuous pressure: 80 mbar

Features 

• Accepts a range of fiber optic cables

• Watertight/sealed

• Unique latch mechanism

• ECAM Mechanical Single Port Cable Seal

• Grounding kit

Benefits 

•  Suitable for use in FO backbones in existing premises

•  Will keep water out of the splice in typical environmental 

conditions

• No special tools are needed to close or re-enter the BPEO

•  Easy to use method of sealing the cable entry ports from 

the ingress of water, dirt, dust and bugs. Also provides 

superior cable strain relief.

•  A reliable, safe, durable bonding and ground feature without 

using a cable port



Specifications: 

BPEO I F/O Butt Closure
Cable Seals

N501342A0000
BPEO I F/O Butt Closure with 2 each
5 mm (0.2 in.) Trays

N501343A0000
BPEO I F/O Butt Closure with 2 each
10 mm (0.4 in.) Trays

BPEO I F/O Branch Closure
Cable Seals

N501348A0000
BPEO I F/O Branch Closure with 2
each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Tray

N501349A0000
BPEO I F/O Branch Closure with 2
each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Tray

BPEO I F/O Fiber Distribution
Closure Cable Seals

N501350A0000
BPEO I F/O Distribution Closure with
2 each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Tray

N501351A0000
BPEO I F/O Distribution Closure with
2 each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Tray

BPEO II & III F/O Butt Closure
Cable Seals

N501347A0000
BPEO II F/O Butt Closure with 4
each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Trays

N501346A0000
BPEO II F/O Butt Closure with 4
each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Trays

N501345A0000
BPEO III F/O Butt Closure with 8
each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Trays

N501344A0000
BPEO III F/O Butt Closure with 8
each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Trays

Splicing Trays

N541075A0000
BPEO 10 mm (0.4 in.) Fiber Optic
Splicing Tray for 12 Mass Fusion

N541081A0000
BPEO 10 mm (0.4 in.) Fiber Optic
Splicing Tray for 6 Fiberlok Conn

N541082A0000
BPEO 5 mm (0.2 in.) Fiber Optic
Splicing Tray for 12 Single Fusion

Earthing Kit

N151064A0000
BPE/O-ECAM D5-18 S Earthing Kit
Includes:
• 1 round terminal
• 4 ground cables

ECAM Kits

N721059A0000

BPEO Single Cable Seal ECAM Kit
for BPEO I, II and III

N721069A0000

BPEO Double Cable Seal ECAM Kit
for BPEO II and III
• Fully mechanical design
• No specific tool required
• Reduced installation time

Transport Tubing Kits

N581078A0000
BPEO I Transport Tube

N581120A0000
BPEO Fiber Transport Tube Kit for
BPEO II and III



Specifications: 

Wall Mounting Kits

N711438A0000
Wall Mounting Kit for BPEO I

N711440A0000
Wall Mounting Kit for BPEO II and III
• 2 supports and the screws and bolts
for attachment to the housing

Color Code Identification Kit

N621019A0000
Color Code Identification Kit Splicing
Trays
• 10 colors
• 30 staples per color

Number Identification Kit

N621020A0000
Number Identification Kit Splicing
Trays
• Staples numbered 0 to 9
• 30 staples per number

Dummy Plugs
N641028A0000
Dummy Plug Round Port for BPEO I

N641041A0000
Dummy Plug Round Port for BPEO II
and III

Ordering information Ref.-No.

3
3M Telecommunications
Europe, Middle East &North Africa
c/o Quante AG
Carl-Schurz-Staβe 1 • 41453 Neuss • Germany

Tel: ++49 (0)2131 / 14-5999
Fax: ++49 (0)2131 / 14-5998
Internet: www.3MTelecommunications.com

3M is trademark of 3M Company

Important Notice
3M does not accept responsability or liability, direct or consequencial arising from 
reliance upon any  information provided and the user should determine the sui-
tability of the products for their intended use. Nothing is the statement will be 
deemed to exclude or restrict 3M’s liability for death or personnal injury arising  
from its negligence. All questions of liability relating to 3M products are governed 
by the sellers’s terms of sale subject where applicable to the prevailing law.

If any goods supplied or processed by or on behalf of 3M prove on inspection to 
be defective in material or workmanship, 3M will (at its option) replace the same 
or refund to the Buyer the price of the goods or services. Except as set out above, 
all warranties and conditions, whether express or implied, statutory or otherwise 
are excluded to the fullest extent permissible at law.
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BPEO I F/O Butt Closure with 2 each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Trays N501342A0000

BPEO I F/O Butt Closure with 2 each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Trays N501343A0000

BPEO I F/O Branch Closure with 2 each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Tray N501348A0000

BPEO I F/O Branch Closure with 2 each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Tray N501349A0000

BPEO I F/O Distribution Closure with 2 each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Tray N501350A0000

BPEO I F/O Distribution Closure with 2 each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Tray N501351A0000

BPEO II F/O Butt Closure with 4 each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Trays N501347A0000

BPEO II F/O Butt Closure with 4 each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Trays N501346A0000

BPEO III F/O Butt Closure with 8 each 5 mm (0.2 in.) Trays N501345A0000

BPEO III F/O Butt Closure with 8 each 10 mm (0.4 in.) Trays N501344A0000

BPEO 10 mm (0.4 in.) F/O Splicing Tray F/12 Mass Fusion N541075A0000

BPEO 10 mm (0.4 in.) F/O Splicing Tray F/6 Fbrlok Conn N541081A0000

BPEO 5 mm (0.2 in.) F/O Splicing Tray for 12 Sngl Fusion N541082A0000

BPE/O-ECAM D5-18 S Earthing Kit N151064A0000

BPEO Single Cable Seal ECAM Kit for BPEO I, II and III N721059A0000

BPEO Double Cable Seal ECAM Kit for BPEO II and III N721069A0000

BPEO I Transport Tube N581078A0000

BPEO Fiber Transport Tube Kit for BPEO II and III N581120A0000

Wall Mounting Kit for BPEO I N711438A0000

Wall Mounting Kit for BPEO II and III N711440A0000

Color Code Identification Kit Splicing Trays N621019A0000

Number Identification Kit Splicing Trays N621020A0000

Dummy Plug Round Port for BPEO I N641028A0000

Dummy Plug Round Port for BPEO II and III N641041A0000



OAsys®

Wall Mounted Products

www.prysmian.com

The OAsys Compact Termination Box is designed for use in residential and business applications for the termination of up to 
four fibres. The wall box enables the installation of either a single Sirocco Blown Tube cable using up to a 4 fibre blown unit 
or two 2 fibre ruggedised cables to be spliced to four SC pigtails (PC or APC), which connect to adapters at the base of the 
unit.

The unit can be quickly installed within an office, house or communication room environment.

Page 1 of 2

Features and Benefits
• Ergonomic design.

• Ability to allow cables to enter from rear or bottom of the unit.

• All fibres are positively managed to maintain a 30mm minimum bend radius.

• Optional Removable rear entry cable management.

• Flip tray to allow access to connectorised tails and cable entry. 

• Compact, low profile, wall mounted unit used for small and large business 
premises.

• Removable cover for easy access.

• Tamperproof cover security screws available as an option.

• Unit manufactured from fire resistant UL94-V0 rated material.

• Patchcords exit unit on bottom face and are protected by two protection 
covers.

• Standard colour white. Other colours available on request.

Kit Contents

The OAsys Compact Termination Box is 
supplied with all of the components 
required to complete the installation of 
one Blown Fibre input cable, 4 splice 
protectors are supplied in the kit.

Additional Items

• None

Prysmian Part Number: See Table Below
Compact Termination Box

Part Numbers

Optional Items
(if required as separate items)

• Patchcords

• Adapters

• Pigtails

• Security Screw Kit

SC/UPC SC/APC
Empty

1 Pigtail & 1 Adapter XCPSC00233 XCPSC00235
2 Pigtails & 2 Adapters XCPSC00092 XCPSC00096
3 Pigtails & 3 Adapters XCPSC00234 XCPSC00236
4 Pigtails & 4 Adapters XCPSC00093 XCPSC00097

Connector Type

XCPSC00130



OAsys®

Wall Mounted Products

www.prysmian.com

© PRYSMIAN 2005. All Rights Reserved.
The information contained within this document must not be copied, reprinted or reproduced in any form, either wholly or in part, without the written 
consent of Prysmian. The information is believed correct at the time of issue. Prysmian reserves the right to amend this specification without notice. 
This specification is not contractually valid unless specifically authorised by Prysmian.

Issue 05, June 2006
Ref: WM001

Prysmian Telecom Cables & Systems UK Ltd, Chickenhall Lane, Bishopstoke, Hants SO50 6YU, UK 

Technical Enquiries +44 (0) 2380 608760  Fax Number +44 (0) 2380 608769

LogisticsTechnical Data

Page 2 of 2

• Number of input cable ports: 1

• Maximum input cable diameter (mm): 10mm

• Maximum Capacity: 4 Fibres

• Maximum no. of customer feeds: 4 Patchcords

• Required space envelope (mm): (l) 80 x (w) 120 x (d) 25

• Operating temperature:  -20oC to + 50oC (5 to 95% RH)

• Material:-

• Cap: FR High Impact Polystyrene

• Base: FR High Impact Polystyrene

• Splitter trays: FR High Impact Polystyrene

• Testing:-

• Optical: Tested 1310,1550 & 1625nm

• Dry heat: BS EN 60068-2-2 Test Bb

• Damp heat: IEC 60068-2-3: 1969

• Change of temperature: IEC 60068-2-14: 1984

• Vibration: IEC 60068-2-6: 1995

• Shock: IEC 60068-2-27: 1987

• Packing Dimensions (mm): (l) 100 x (w) 150 x (d) 50   

• Packed Weight (kg): 0.5

• Net weight (kg): 0.25

• Installation Instructions included

Additional Items

OAsys splice protectors are used to protect the fibre splice. They are 2.2mm 
in diameter and 45mm in length.

Prysmian Part No. - XPESC00053 (pack of 50)
- XKTSC00050 (pack of 12)

Heatshrink Splice Protectors

Pigtails / Adapters / Patchcords

S C  /  A P C S C  /  UP C
A dapter (duplex) X P P S G 0 0 19 3 X P P S G 0 0 19 2

P igtail (two  co lo urs) X P P S C 0 0 2 4 9 X P P S C 0 0 2 4 7
P igtail (fo ur Co lo urs) X P P S C 0 0 2 5 0 X P P S C 0 0 2 4 8

Security Screw Kit
OAsys Security Screw Kit allows the installation of a tamper proof screw in 
order to stop any unwanted access in to the splicing area.

Prysmian Part No. – XCPSC00098
- (Security Tool XCPSC00099)

Pigtail Technical Data

Pigtails are supplied with either xx/UPC or xx/APC 
connectors.

xx/UPC connectors can be used in cases where xx/PC or 
xx/SPC
connectors are required.

The standard fibre type supplied is G652 Single Mode.  
Please contact the sales desk if other fibre types are 
required.

UPC APC
• Insertion Loss (max)    0.3 dB            0.3 dB 
• Return Loss (min) 50 dB 60 dB



Application :                     

The CROS PLUS II connection
boxes are a perfect solution
for optical fibre connection
and distribution to residential,
private, collective or profes-
sional subscribers. They were
conceived for telecom carriers
seeking to ensure network
consistency and individual
line control.

Description :

CROS PLUS II is a secured
optical connection box allowing
capacities of 72 to 96 connec-
tors  and up to 288 splices, or
288 uncut coiled fibre storage.

The box is a metal two-com-
partment housing. Each of the
two sections is secured by the
means of a lock :

- the left one houses the sub-
scriber access connector
zone,
- the right one houses cable
entries, splicing trays and coi-
led fibres.

Dimension :  

-  Individual management of
the subscriber lines,
- Allows progressive cabling
and therefore progressive net-
work deployment,
-  Secure and independent
access to each of the user and
carrier zones,
-  Connector accessibility,
-  Simple adaptation to
various cabling structures and
cabling configurations,
-  Easy uncut tubes manage-
ment  for the mid-span ver-
sion,
-  A very robust design.

DTS O CP2 003-GB

CROS PLUS 2
Secure Optical Connection Box with 

Individual Management of Subscribers

Height
607 mm

Width
481 mm

Depth
150 mm

The information given herein, including drawings, illustrations and schematics are intended for information purposes only.
Although it is believed to be reliable, such information as well as all performance figures and other data contained in this docu-
ment are generic, and must be confirmed in writing by Nexans Interface, before they become applicable to any tender, order or

contract and binding on Nexans Interface.



Technical description :

The CROS PLUS II box can be
configured in accordance
with the included Reference
System.

It is delivered pre-equipped
with :

- A patch panel,
- FiberArt™ or standard cas-
sette splicing modules fitted
with tube and pigtail affix
accessories,
- One or several oval ports
for mid span access and 2 to
6 auxiliary cable entries for a
19 mm maximum cable dia-
meter,
- Top* and bottom jumper or
drop cable guiding devices, 
- A two-key security system -
one unique key for the car-
rier, one key for the subscri-
ber.

The cabinet has a grounding
point in its top and bottom
part. 

The affix devices are not
included in the basic configu-
ration and must be ordered
separately (see table below).

FiberArt Characteristics :

See technical data sheets
DTS O FA1-OPT 001-GB
and 
DTS O FA2-OPT 001-GB

Characteristics :

Painting 
Housing - RAL9002

Protection index
IP 50 or IP 54

Tube length
3 m (10 ft)

Pigtail length
2 m (9 ft)

Pigtail diameter
900 µm - 1,1 mm

Jumper diameter
1,6 mm to 3 mm (0,06 in to 0.12 in.)

*No top jumper entry for the
Protection Index IP54 version.



Reference System :

B1 IP 50-Cable entry from the bot- 
tom, patchcords outgoing from 
the bottom or from the top -  
standard cable attachement
collar device

B2 IP 54-Cable entry from the bot
tom, patchcords outgoing from 
the bottom-Double retention 
cable attachment device

T1 IP 50-Cable entry from the top, 
patchcords outgoing from the 
bottom or from the top-Standard 
cable attachement collar device

T2 IP 54-Cable entry from the top, 
patchcords outgoing from the 
bottom - Double retention cable 
attachment device

Entry Port Configuration Locking System
1   A standard locking 

system 

Code Description

49280   Cable attachment device for up to19mm-DEP (0.75 in.)

49262   Cable attachment device for 19 to 24mm-DFC (0.75 to 0.95 in.)

51573   A 10 position connecting bar 

50825   A heat shrinkable watertight kit

44656   Heat shrink fusion splice protection. Package of 12

45632   FOCS mechanical splice protections. Package of 100

Accessories :

Accessories can be ordered separately. The attachment devices are not included in the
basic configuration, and must be ordered separately.

CROS Plus PS T MS K

Patch Pannel
24SC 24 adaptors SC
36SC 36 adaptors SC
48SC 48 adaptors SC
72SC 72 adaptors SC
96SC 96 adaptors SC
24FC 24 adaptors FC
36FC 36 adaptors FC
48FC 48 adaptors FC
72FC 72 adaptors FC
96FC 96 adaptors FC

Number and type of cassettes
1F1  1 FiberArt version 1 level
2F1  2 FiberArt version 1 level
3F1  3 FiberArt version 1 level
1F2  1 FiberArt version 2 levels
2F2  2 FiberArt version 2 levels
3F2  3 FiberArt version 2 levels
4K7  4 standard cassettes

( capacity 48 splices )
5K7  5 standard cassettes

( capacity 60 splices )
6K7  6 standard cassettes

( capacity 72 splices )
7K7  7 standard cassettes

( capacity 84 splices )
8K7  8 standard cassettes

( capacity 96 splices )

Type of housing
2  Capacity

24-36-48-72-96



Application :                     

The CROS PLUS I connection
boxes are a perfect solution
for optical fibre connection
and distribution to residential,
private, collective or profes-
sional subscribers. They were
conceived for telecom carriers
seeking to ensure network
consistency and individual
line control.

Description :

CROS PLUS I is a secured
optical connection box allo-
wing capacities of 24 to 48
connectors; (up to 144 spli-
ces, or 144 uncut coiled fibre
storage for the FiberArt
variant).

The box is a metal two-com-
partment housing. Each of the
two sections is secured by the
means of a lock :
· the left one houses the sub-
scriber access connector
zone,
· the right one houses cable
entries, splicing trays and
coiled fibres.

Dimension :  

·  Individual management of
the subscriber lines,
·   Allows progressive cabling
and therefore progressive net-
work deployment,
·   Secure and independent
access to each of the user and
carrier zones,
·   Connector accessibility,
·   Simple adaptation to
various cabling structures and
cabling configurations,
·   A very robust design.

DTS O CP1 002-GB

CROS PLUS 1
Secure Optical Connection Box with

Individual Management of Subscribers

Height
420 mm (16.5 in.)

Width
360 mm  (14.2 in.)

Depth
150 mm (5.9 in.)

Weight
10 kg (6.5 pounds)

The information given herein, including drawings, illustrations and schematics are intended for information purposes only.
Although it is believed to be reliable, such information as well as all performance figures and other data contained in this docu-
ment are generic, and must be confirmed in writing by Nexans Interface, before they become applicable to any tender, order or

contract and binding on Nexans Interface.



Technical description :

The CROS PLUS I box can be
configured in accordance with
the included Reference
System. It is delivered pre-
equipped with :

· A patch panel,
· FiberArt™ splicing modules
or 2-4 standard cassettes fit-
ted with tube and pigtail affix
accessories,
· A cable entry for 3 cables
with 13 mm maximal diameter,
· Top and bottom jumper or
drop cable guiding devices*, 
· A two-key security system -
one key for the carrier, one
key for the subscriber.

The cabinet has grounding
points at the bottom and at the
top. The affix devices are not
included in the basic configu-
ration and must be ordered
separately (see table overleaf).

*No top jumper entry for the
Protection Index IP54 version.

FiberArt Characteristics :

See technical data sheets  DTS O FA1-OPT 001-GB and DTS O FA2-OPT
001-GB.

Characteristics :

Painting : Housing - RAL9002
Protection index : IP 50 or IP 54
Tube length : 3 m (10 ft)
Pigtail length : 2 m (9 ft)
Pigtail diameter : From 900 µm to 1,1 mm
Jumper diameter : From 1,6 mm to 3 mm (0,5 in to 0.12 in.)



Code Description

56735 Cable attachment device with TY-RAP for up to13mm-DEP    

55831   Metal ring attachment device for cables with a strength

member - max diam.13mm

57592 Grounding accessories
44656 Heat-shrink fusion splice protection - package of 12
45632 FOCS mechanical splice - package of 100

Accessories :

**Accessories can be ordered separately. 
The incoming cable  attachment devices are not included in the basic configuration,
and must be ordered separately.

Reference System :

CROS Plus PS T MS K

Type of housing
1 Capacity 24 - 36 - 48

Patch Pannel
24SC  24 adaptors SC
36SC  36 adaptors SC
48SC  48 adaptors SC
24FC  24 adaptors FC (with screws)
36FC  36 adaptors FC (with screws)
48FC  48 adaptors FC (with screws)

Number and type of cassettes
1F1  1 FiberArt version 1 level
1F2  1 FiberArt version 2 levels
2K7  2 standard cassettes

(capacity 12 splices/cassette)
4K7  4 standard cassettes

(capacity 12 splices/cassette)

B1 IP 50-Cable entry from the bot- 
tom, patchcords outgoing from 
the bottom or from the top -  
standard cable attachement
collar device

B2 IP 54-Cable entry from the bot
tom, patchcords outgoing from 
the bottom.
Ring attachment device for cables  
with a strength member

T1 IP 50-Cable entry from the top, 
patchcords outgoing from the 
bottom or from the top-Standard 
cable attachement collar device

T2 IP 54-Cable entry from the top, 
patchcords outgoing from the 
bottom.
Ring attachment device for cables 
with a strength member

Entry Port Configuration Locking System
1   A standard locking 

system  



Main features :

• Individual management of the
subscriber lines,
• Secure and independent
access to each of the user and
carrier zones,
• Connector accessibility,
• A robust design.

Application :

The CROS PREMIUM connexion
boxes were conceived for tele-
com carriers seeking to ensure
network consistency and indivi-
dual line control, for LAN and uti-
lity substations and customer pre-
mises . They are the perfect solu-
tion for optical fibre connection
and distribution to residential or
small professional units.

Description :

CROS PREMIUM is a very com-
pact secured optical connection
box allowing capacities of 12
connectors  and splices maximum.

The box is a metal housing with
two compartments. Each of the
two sections is secured by the
means of a lock :
• the right one houses the sub-
scriber access connector zone,
• the left one houses cable entries,
the splicing tray and coiled fibres. 

CROS PREMIUM
Compact Secure Optical Connection Box

Dimensions :

H

D

W

CROS Premium

Height 345 mm (13.5 in)

Width 240 mm (9.4 in)

Depth 45 mm (1.75 in)

Weight 2.5 kg (24 N)



Technical description :

The CROS PREMIUM connection box is delivered pre-equipped with :
• A patch panel;
• A patch cord guiding device;
• A standard splicing cassette;
• Two optical cable entries (one from the top, one from the bottom) for
a 13 mm maximum cable diameter;
• A two-key security system - one unique key for the carrier, one key for
the subscriber;
• A grounding point at the bottom of the box.

CROS PREMIUM
Compact Secure Optical Connection Box

Characteristics :

Painting Housing - RAL9002
Protection index IP 30
Pigtail length 2 m (6.5 ft)
Pigtail diameter 900 µm - 1,1 mm
Jumper diameter 1,6 mm to 3 mm (0.05 in to 0.12 in)
Adapters : SC ; FC with screws, ST

Accessories :

A grounding kit : Reference code  58843. 

References :

CROS PREMIUM  _ PS   _ _ _ _ T  _ _ _ MS _ _ K  _ PM _ _

Number and type
of Cassetes

1K7 1 standard cassette
(capacity 12 splices)

Type of
Housing

0  Housing

Patch Pannel
06SC   6 adaptors SC
12SC  12 adaptors SC
06FC   6 adaptors FC

with screws
08ST    8 adaptors ST

01 Cable entry  
from the top   
and the bottom

Entry Port
Configuration

Locking System

1  A standard locking system 
with two different keys 

TYPE 801
2  A standard locking system 

with two different keys
TYPE 802

3  A standard locking system  
with two different keys

TYPE 803
4  A standard locking system 

with two different keys
TYPE 804

5 A standard locking system   
with two different keys

TYPE 805

Guiding device
for outgoing

00 Way out 
from the 
bottom
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ACOPTIC®

ACOME Compact Tube range

Dielectric cables for blowing into ducts
6 to 288 optical fibres

Description 
1 Compact tube : 6, 8 or 12 optical fibres
2 Waterproofing : dry cable, water swellable

yarns or tape 
3 Tube : thermoplastic tube
4 Strength members : glass yarns
5 Outer jacket : LSOH or HDPE

1075 series 6 to 36 HDPE compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1083 series 6 to 36 LSOH compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1076 series 40 to 72 HDPE compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1084 series 40 to 72 LSOH compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1077 series 80 to 144 HDPE compact tubes of 8 or 12 fibres
1085 series 80 to 144 LSOH compact tubes of 8 or 12 fibres

Reference No. of fibres Jacket Distribution of fibres

ACOME references

General cable characteristics
Characteristics Test method

Temperature range
transport and storage -40°C to +60°C IEC 60794-1-F1
installation -5°C to +50°C
operation -30°C to +60°C

Allowable tension
Tmax fibre elongation ≤ 0.3% 800 to 1500 N IEC 60794-1-E1

Crush resistance
plate/plate 250 to 300 N/cm IEC 60794-1-E3

Min. bending radius
static 150 to 200 mm IEC 60794-1-E11 Test 2

Min. kink diameter 100 to 140 mm IEC 60794-1-E10
Nominal outer jacket diameter 9.8 mm to 12.4 mm
Packaging 2100 m, 4100 m and 6100 m drums
Nominal weight of cable 76 to 156 kg/m
Jacket marking Week – Year – ACOME - no. fibres X – product ref + metric

1

2

3

4

5

For other capacities, please contact us
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ACOME Compact Tube range

Dielectric cables for pulling into ducts
6 to 288 optical fibres

Description 
1 Compact tube : 6, 8 or 12 optical fibres
2 Waterproofing : dry cable, water swellable

yarns or tape
3 Tube : thermoplastic tube
4 Strength members : glass yarns
5 Outer jacket : LSOH or HDPE

1072 series 6 to 36 HDPE compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1083 series 40 to 72 HDPE compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1074 series 80 to 144 HDPE compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1095 series 168 to 288 HDPE compact tubes of 12 fibres

Reference No. of fibres Jacket Distribution of fibres

ACOME references

General cable characteristics
Characteristics Test method

Temperature range
transport and storage -40°C to +60°C IEC 60794-1-F1
installation -5°C to +50°C
operation -30°C to +60°C

Allowable tension
Tmax fibre elongation ≤ 0.3% 2200 to 3500 N IEC 60794-1-E1

Crush resistance
plate/plate 300 N/cm IEC 60794-1-E3

Min. bending radius
static 150 to 250 mm IEC 60794-1-E11 Test 2

Min. kink diameter 100 to 150 mm IEC 60794-1-E10
Nominal outer jacket diameter 10.5 mm to 15.5 mm
Packaging 2100 m, 4100 m and 6100 m drums
Nominal weight of cable 102 to 200 kg/m
Jacket marking Week – Year – ACOME - no. fibres X – product ref + metric

1

2

3

4

5
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ACOPTIC®

ACOME Compact Tube range

Metal armoured cables for direct burial
6 to 288 optical fibres

Description 
1 Compact tube : 6, 8 or 12 optical fibres
2 Waterproofing : dry cable, water swellable

yarns or tape
3 Tube : thermoplastic tube
4 Strength members : glass yarns
5 Armour : steel-copolymer
6 Outer jacket : LSOH or HDPE

1086 series 6 to 36 HDPE compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1087 series 40 to 72 HDPE compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1088 series 80 to 144 HDPE compact tubes of 8 or 12 fibres
1115 series 6 to 36 LSOH compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1116 series 40 to 72 LSOH compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1117 series 80 to 144 LSOH compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres

Reference No. of fibres Jacket Distribution of fibres

ACOME references

General cable characteristics
Characteristics Test method

Temperature range
transport and storage -40°C to +60°C IEC 60794-1-F1
installation -5°C to +50°C
operation -30°C to +60°C

Allowable tension
Tmax fibre elongation ≤ 0.3% 1500 to 2100 N IEC 60794-1-E1

Crush resistance
plate/plate 400 to 450 N/cm IEC 60794-1-E3

Min. bending radius
static 180 to 225 mm IEC 60794-1-E11 Test 2

Min. kink diameter 125 to 150 mm IEC 60794-1-E10
Nominal outer jacket diameter 12.5 mm to 14.8 mm
Packaging 2100 m, 4100 m, 6100 m and 8200 m drums
Nominal weight of cable 140 to 255 kg/km
Jacket marking Week – Year – ACOME - no. fibres X – product ref + metric

1

2

3

4

6

5

For other capacities, please contact us
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ACOME Compact Tube range

Steel armoured cables for installation in tunnels
6 to 288 optical fibres

Description 
1 Compact tube : 6, 8 or 12 optical fibres
2 Waterproofing : dry cable, water swellable yarns or tape
3 Tube : rigid halogen free thermoplastic tube
4 Strength members : glass yarns
5 Armour : steel-copolymer
6 Outer jacket : LSOH

1136 series 6 to 36 LSOH compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres
1137 series 40 to 72 LSOH compact tubes of 6, 8 or 12 fibres

Reference No. of fibres Jacket Distribution of fibres

ACOME references

General cable characteristics
Characteristics Test method

Temperature range
transport and storage -40°C to +60°C IEC 60794-1-F1
installation -5°C to +50°C
operation -30°C to +60°C

Allowable tension
Tmax fibre elongation ≤ 0.3% 1500 to 2000 N IEC 60794-1-E1

Crush resistance
plate/plate 300 N/cm IEC 60794-1-E3

Min. bending radius
static 200 to 230 mm IEC 60794-1-E11 Test 2

Min. kink diameter 130 to 160 mm IEC 60794-1-E10
Nominal outer jacket diameter 13 mm to 15.5 mm

Fire rating In accordance with IEC 60332-1, IEC 60332-3-24 (cat C)
NFC 32070 C2-C1

Packaging 2100 m, 4100 m and 6100 m drums
Nominal weight of cable 161 to 265 kg/km
Jacket marking Week – Year – ACOME - no. fibres X – product ref + metric

1

2

3

4

6

5

For other capacities, please contact us
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Racks
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The Modular Main Rack (MMR) is a standard ETSI rack, composed of three independent frames;

•Two side channels (left and right)

•The main frame

The main frame allows the mounting of the Sliding Sub-rack (SSR) series.

Features and Benefits
• Side channels are designed to hold cable clamps, and Elbowed 
Storage Drum ESD; suitable for the over-length management of the 
pigtails and patchcords.

• All panels are removable and allow full access to the rack and
accessories during installation or maintenance. 

• Can be used in a cascade layout; either side by side or back to 
back.

• Locks are available for restricted access to the rack.

• Cables are inserted from the top or the bottom. 

• All elements are available in heights of 1800 and 2000, on special 
request.

Kit Contents
The MMR can be ordered as a composed 
rack, which includes the main frame, 2 side 
channels, 4 patchcord storage drums, 5 
patchcord guiding plates and 1 cable fixing 
plate.

All parts can also be ordered separately for 
maximum flexibility.

Additional Items
• Splicing and Patching Sub-racks; SSR (see 

Data Sheet )

• Fixing Bracket Kits

• Patchcord Storage Drum Fixing Bracket Kits

• Cable Head Splitting Device

Prysmian Part Number: See Table Below
Modular Main Rack

Additional Side Channels 
2200x150x300

XEXSC00654

Additional Side Channels 
2200x300x300

XEXSC00653

Main Frame 2200x600x300XEXSC00652

Composed Rack 2200x1200x300XEXSC00651

Composed Rack 2200x900x300XEXSC00650

Prysmian Part Numbers

Page 1 of 3
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© PRYSMIAN 2007. All Rights Reserved.
The information contained within this document must not be copied, reprinted or reproduced in any form, either wholly or in part, without the written 
consent of Prysmian. The information is believed correct at the time of issue. Prysmian reserves the right to amend this specification without notice. 
This specification is not contractually valid unless specifically authorised by Prysmian.

Issue 03, May 2007
Ref: RA005

Prysmian Telecom Cables & Systems UK Ltd, Chickenhall Lane, Bishopstoke, Hants SO50 6YU, UK 

Technical Enquiries +44 (0) 2380 608760  Fax Number +44 (0) 2380 608769

LogisticsTechnical Data

Page 2 of 3

Maximum Capacity:-

• Required space envelope (mm):-

• Main Frame (h)2200 x (w)600 x (d)300

• Side Channel Option 1 (h)2200 x (w)150 X (d)300

• Side Channel Option 2 (h)2200 x (w)300 x (d)300

• Material:-

• Metalwork: Mild Steel

• Finish:-

• Metalwork: Painted light grey  (RAL 7035)

• Packing Dimensions (mm): 

Main Frame (h)2280 x (w)680 x (d)360

Side Channel Option 1 (h)2280 x (w)680 x (d)360 

Side Channel Option 2 (h)2280 x (w)680 x (d)360

• Packed Weight (kg):

Main Frame

Side Channel Option 1

Side Channel Option 2

• Net weight (kg):

Main Frame

Side Channel Option 1

Side Channel Option 2

Additional Items

OAsys splice protectors are used to protect the fibre splice. They are 2.2mm 
in diameter and 45mm in length.

Prysmian Part No. - XPESC00053 (pack of 50)
- XKTSC00050 (pack of 12)

Heatshrink Splice Protectors

The Sliding Sub-Rack Series (SSR) is available in three variations; Splicing, 
Patching, and Splicing & Patching (SSR-S, SSR-P and SSR-SP respectively).
The Sub-Racks are designed to be installed into the Main Rack, and for both 
19” and ETSI rack designs.

Prysmian Part No. – See Data sheets:- RM009, RM010, RM011

Sliding Subrack

PatchingSplicing and 
patchingSplicing

1600f

1920 f

19” Standard

ETSI Standard

1008 f1008 f 

1008 f1008 f

Splicing and Patching 
3U module

Data Sheet RM011

Splicing 3U module

Data Sheet RM009

Patching 3U module

Data Sheet RM010



OAsys®

Racks

www.prysmian.com

Fixing Bracket Kit

Used to mount the Cable Head Splitting Devices (CHSD) or Cabling Fixing 
Rings (CFR) within the Main Rack. One kit can mount up to three 16-tube 
CHSD or six 2-tube CHSD. The other kit can fit up to 6 CFR to guide 
patchcords within the rack.

Prysmian Part No. - XEXSC00656 (CHSD)
- XEXSC00657 (CFR)

Patchcord Storage Drum

Designed for mounting on the Rack in order to store the extra lengths of 
patchcords – one drum is recommended to manage the patchcords from one 
sub-rack.

Prysmian Part No. - XEXSC00655

Cable Head Splitting Device

A complete cable clamping kit supplied with transport tubes. There are two 
types, a 16 tube version and a 2 tube version.

Prysmian Part No. - XEXSC00658 (16 Tube)
- XEXSC00659 (2 Tube)

Page 3 of 3
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The OAsys Sliding Sub-Rack (Splicing) is a 3U shelf for use within 19” and ETSI standard racks.  It is used to splice internal 
cables directly to connectorised pigtails, or for cable to cable jointing.  The shelf can accommodate single circuit or single 
element splice trays or a combination of both.   The shelf is supplied without splice trays, which are ordered separately as 
required.  

Page 1 of 2

Features and Benefits
• For use in both 19” and ETSI standard racks. 

• Suitable for Single Circuit management (up to 4 fibres per tray), 
Single Element management (up to 12 fibres per tray) or Ribbon 
fibre management (up to 2 ribbons per tray).

• Can accommodate up to 25 single element trays or 42 single circuit 
trays in a 19” rack, and up to 30 single element trays or 50 single 
circuit trays in an ETSI rack.

• Modular upgradeable solution.

• Shelf pulls outwards to enable easy access to the splice trays.

• Splice tray holders are available for crimp, heatshrink or fiberlock
(only with half of the capacity) splices.

• Compatible with the OAsys Modular Main Rack.

• Fully bend managed to 30mm minimum bend radius.

Kit Contents
• Main Frame

• Pigtail Clamping Blocks

Additional Items Required
• Splice Trays 

• Cable Clamping Kits

• Splice Protectors

Prysmian Part Number: See Table Below
Sliding Sub-Rack (Splicing)

Part Numbers
XEXSC00660 – 3U shelf for 19”

XEXSC00661 – 3U shelf for ETSI
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Rack Mounted Products
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© PRYSMIAN 2005. All Rights Reserved.
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LogisticsTechnical Data
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• Max Number of splice trays: 19”:   25 (SE), 42 (SC)

ETSI: 30 (SE), 50 (SC)

• Max number of pigtails: 19”:   100 (SE), 84 (SC)

ETSI: 120 (SE), 100 (SC)

• Required space envelope (mm): 19”: (w) 415 x (d) 280 x (h) 132

ETSI:  (w) 495 x (d) 280 x (h) 132

• Operating temperature:  -20oC to + 50oC (5 to 95% RH)

• Material:-

• Metalwork: Mild Steel

• Plastics: FR Polymer

• Finish:-

• Metalwork: Painted light grey  (RAL 7035)

• Plastics: Grey

• Testing:-

• Optical: Tested at 1310nm and 1550nm

• Dry heat: BS EN 60068-2-2 Test Bb

• Damp heat: IEC 60068-2-3: 1969

• Change of temperature: IEC 60068-2-14: 1984

• Vibration: IEC 60068-2-6: 1995

• Packing Dimensions (mm): (w) 570 x (d) 350 x (h) 200  

• Packed Weight (kg): 8.0            

• Net weight (kg): 7.5

Additional Items Required
Part Number Description 

  
Single Element Management 
  
XSASC00010 2 Tray SE Module – 12 Heat Shrink Splices per tray 
XSASC00011 2 Tray SE Module – 12 Crimp Splices per tray 
XSASC00012 2 Tray SE Module – 6 Fibre Lock Splices per tray 
XSASC00013 5 Tray SE Module – 12 Heat Shrink Splices per tray 
XSASC00014 5 Tray SE Module – 12 Crimp Splices per tray 
XSASC00015 5 Tray SE Module – 6 Fibre Lock Splices per tray 
  
Single Circuit Management 
  
XSASC00016 4 Tray SC Module – 4 Heat Shrink Splices per tray 
XSASC00017 4 Tray SC Module – 4 Crimp Splices per tray 
XSASC00018 8 Tray SC Module – 4 Heat Shrink Splices per tray 
XSASC00019 8 Tray SC Module – 4 Crimp Splices per tray 
XSASC00020 2 Tray Double Faced Module – 4 Heat Shrink Splices per tray 
XSASC00021 2 Tray Double Faced Module – 4 Crimp Splices per tray 
  
Ribbon Fibre 
  
XSASC00022 2 Tray Ribbon Module – 2 Heat Shrink Ribbon Splices per tray 
XSASC00023 5 Tray Ribbon Module – 2 Heat Shrink Ribbon Splices per tray 
  
Splice Protectors  
  
XPESC00031 2.4mm diameter x 45mm long (pack of 50) 
XKTSC00056 2.4mm diameter x 60mm long (pack of 50) 
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The OAsys Sliding Sub-Rack (Splicing and Patching) is a 3U shelf for use within 19” and ETSI standard racks allowing the 
connection of up to 72 fibres onto Adapter Panels. The shelf contains six pull out modules, which each house a splice tray 
and 12 adapters.  The modules hinge upwards to provide access to the module below.  The shelf is supplied with all of the 
pigtails and adapters pre-installed at Prysmian to save installation time, and a variety of different adapter types can be 
accommodated.  
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Features and Benefits
• Provides management of fibres through Splicing and Patching.

• Splicing and bare fibre excess storage is performed inside a splice 
tray protected by a cover.

• Compatible with 19” and ETSI racks.

• Supplied with 72 Adapters and pigtails pre-installed onto the splice 
trays ready for connection to cable fibres.

• The shelf can accommodate a variety of different connector types.

• Shelf pulls outwards to enable easy access to the splice trays.

• Modules hinge upwards to provide access to the module below.

• compatible with the OAsys Modular Main Rack.

• Fully bend managed to 30mm minimum bend radius.

Kit Contents

• Splice Trays

• Pigtails

• Adapters

Additional Items Required

• Splice Protectors

Prysmian Part Number: See Table Below
Sliding Sub-Rack (Splicing and Patching)

Part Numbers

Part Number Connector Type 
19” ETSI 

   
FC/UPC XEXSC00749 XEXSC00776 
FC/APC XEXSC00750 XEXSC00777 
SC/UPC XEXSC00751 XEXSC00778 
SC/APC XEXSC00752 XEXSC00779 
ST XEXSC00753 XEXSC00780 
E2000/UPC XEXSC00754 XEXSC00781 
E2000/APC XEXSC00755 XEXSC00782 
LC/UPC XEXSC00756 XEXSC00783 
LC/APC XEXSC00757 XEXSC00784 
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LogisticsTechnical Data
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• Packing Dimensions (mm): (w) 570 x (d) 350 x (h) 200   

• Packed Weight (kg): 7.0            

• Net weight (kg): 6.6

• Max number of Adapters: 72 

• Max number of Splices: 72

• Required space envelope (mm): 19” - (w) 415 x (d) 280 x (h) 132

ETSI – (w) 495 x (d) 280 x (h) 132

• Operating temperature:  -20oC to + 50oC (5 to 95% RH)

• Material:-

• Metalwork: Mild Steel

• Plastics: FR Polymer

• Finish:-

• Metalwork: Painted light grey  (RAL 7035)

• Plastics: Grey

• Testing:-

• Optical: Tested at 1310nm and 1550nm

• Dry heat: BS EN 60068-2-2 Test Bb

• Damp heat: IEC 60068-2-3: 1969

• Change of temperature: IEC 60068-2-14: 1984

• Vibration: IEC 60068-2-6: 1995

• Shock: IEC 60068-2-27: 1987

Additional Items

OAsys splice protectors are used to protect the fibre splice. They are two 
lengths available

Prysmian Part No. - XPESC00031 (45mm long - pack of 50)
XKTSC00056 (60mm long - pack of 50)

Heatshrink Splice Protectors

Pigtail Technical Data

Pigtails are supplied with either xx/UPC or xx/APC connectors.

xx/UPC connectors can be used in cases where xx/PC or xx/SPC
connectors are required.

The standard fibre type supplied is G652 Single Mode.  Please contact the 
sales desk if other fibre types are required.

UPC APC
• Insertion Loss (max) 0.3 dB 0.3 dB 
• Return Loss (min) 50 dB 60 dB




